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IHTRODUGTION 
Despite the fact that cotton (Gtossypim hirsutxaa, L.} 
has long been the major crop of a large portion of the United 
States, the cotton plant has only recently received careful 
analysis either physiologically, genetically, or otherwise. 
Althou^ much advance has beai made in cotton research in 
the past few years, the effects of the many environmental and 
hereditaary factors tqjon the growth and development of the 
plant and its fruiting activities are not fully understood. 
The greater part of the research work on cotton has 
been done either in Egypt, India, the i?est Indies, or the 
southwestern part of the United States, Comparatively few 
investigations of any extent have been made in the Southeast 
where the climatic and soil conditions and the leading 
varieties grown are different from those in the regions 
mentioned above. 
Other factors have also served to further intensify 
the problem of cotton production in this region. The advent 
of the boll weevil (Anthonomus grandis. Boh) has placed a 
special premium upon earliness. In the presence of heavy 
boll weevil infestation, the most effective indirect control 
measure is the production of as much fruit as possible early 
in the season before the insects have increased in sufficient 
numbers to destroy buds and bolls as fast as they are formed. 
The task confronting the farmer is still further 
coo5>3J.cated by the necessity for naintaining quality in the 
lint produced. At present the demand is for finer cotton 
goods which can be manxifactured only from lint of high 
quality. It is therefore necessary to secure the required 
earliness with no deterioration of quality. 
The initial problem confronting investigators in this 
field is to analyze carefully as many as possible of the 
hereditary and environmental factors which contribute toward 
earliness and resultant final yield in the cotton plant. In 
this connection the following observation by Balls (4) is 
well worth considering. 
"The mere figures for yield mean very little since 
i the same final resxat may be reached in an infinite number 
! 
I of different ways. If we cannot only ascertain exactly how 
i the yield was produced, day by day, but also trace back the 
i fruits to their origin as flowers and the flowers to their 
I origin as buds, we may resolve the agricultiiral problem into 
components which the botanist cftn deal with." 
There are a great ntmiber of varieties and so-called 
varieties of cotton grown in South Carolina. Many of these 
do not differ fundamentally fr<sii one another, while others 
have qtiite distinctive characteristics. The purpose of this 
investigation has been to subject to critical analysis a 
number of the most promising varieties grown in, or believed 
to be adapted to. South Carolina with a view of determining 
; the characteristics of each variety and its reaction under 
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local conditions. 
The determination of what constitutes earliness in the 
cotton plant has been particularly studied. Is earliness 
detezmined by the initial flower, the rapidity of fruiting 
early in the season, the retention of a large percentage of 
bolls, production of bolls of hi^ lint potentia3J.ty, the 
development and maturation of the bolls within a relatively 
short period of time, or some combination of these factors? 
Earliness, in its final analysis, is not a simple heritable 
character, bat one dependent upon many factors both heredi­
tary and environmental • The problem undertaken in this -work, 
then, was to make an analysis of a number of the varieties 
coomonly groim or adapted to the regton and a determination 
of just what is the possibility of each of these several 
varieties from the standpoint of future breeding operations. 
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PREVIOUS m£S-?I3ATI0ITS 
The most notable workers on the inheritance, botany 
and piiysiology of the cotton plant have been Balls in Egypt, 
Harland in the West Indies, Ewing in Kississippi, Brown in 
Mississippi and Loiiisiana, and varioxis investigators of the 
United States Department of Agriculture "working in the South­
west and parts of the Southeast. The greater part of the 
published literature is not directly applicable to conditions 
existing in the southeastern section of -Kie United States. 
In the cotton plant fruiting is continuous, beginning 
about seven weeks after planting and continuing, unless 
stopped by seme external cause, until frost. A fruit bud, 
or square, is borne at each node of each fruiting branch and 
is ususOly discemable about three to four weeks before the 
flower opens. Upcm opening, which occtnrs early in the 
morning, the flower is >iriilte or creamy white in color and is 
easily seen at some distance. Fertilization takes place 
praaptly and the blossoci txmis red in color, usually the 
same day, and ordinarily drops from the young boll the day 
after opening. After fertilization the fruit is called a 
boll. Growth takes place rapidly, the full size of the boll 
being reached in about three to four weeks. This is followed 
by a maturing or ripening process which normally requires 
about four additional weeks. 
The daily curve for the fruiting of Individual plants 
—Q— 
or groups of plants tias been found by a number of investiga­
tors to vary widely. Balls (6) stated that the date of 
appearance of the first flower on any individual plant is the 
tiltimate result of a long series of interacting morphological 
and physiological factors. It would appear that the same 
reasoning would apply to any subsequent flower so that the 
final flowering curve would be dependent upon the interaction 
of a nimber of factors, each subject to individual fluctua­
tion and variation. The daily flowering curve, then, may be 
expected to be anything but uniform. 
Ewing (11) was unable to find any constant effect of 
soil moisture and air temperature on rate of flowering, 
although low t^peratures did apparently have a prompt in­
hibiting effect under the conditions of his experiment. He 
concluded, however, that soil moisture was apparently 
in5)ortant at times but it did not appear to be so closely 
related to flowering as mlniTnum temperature. 
Martin and Loomis (16) working in the irrigated region 
of the Southwest found a pronounced variation in the number 
of flowers opening from day to day, but this was independent 
of the irrigation ti*eatment. They concluded that until more 
definite knowledge as to what determines the time of opening 
of the bud is gained, there is little basis for calculating 
correlations; also, that it was evident that the determining 
influences are effective at least several days in advance of 
the opening of the flower. 
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Balls (5) attempted to show the relation between rate 
• of growth of the main stem and flowering. He found that an 
i inhibition of groTrth of stem was foUovved 29 days later by 
I a decided break in the flowering curve. This agrees very 
i 
I closely with the interval between first appeai^ce of the 
i flower bud and its opening as a bloss<xa. Balls therefore con-
I 1 
I eluded that there were definite indications that these two 
/ 
i factors are due to a common cause. That is, the factor or 
I 
I factors which control the flowering of any bud may have 
I 
: operated 29 days (under the conditions of his experiment) 
' prior to flowering. 
i 
I Harland (12) concluded that inequalities of the 
i flowering curve, that is sudden depressions, are probably the 
i 
; result of bud shedding. 
It is not so much the date of flowering or even the 
I regularity of the flowering curve that is so important, but 
: the rapidity of fruiting early in the sesLSon, combined with 
the ability to retain and develop into open bolls a large 
percentage of this fruit. 
McClelland (18) concluded that there is undoubtedly 
a difference in different varieties as to the rapidity with 
; which they blocaa. 
Harland (12) stated that the flowering curve, in the 
conditions of his experiment, rose rapidly to a high point 
i in the sixth week after flowering, followed by a decline. 
: He also stated that due to shedding over 50 percent of the 
efficient flowers were produced in a period of about tiiree 
; weelrs, and tJiat only 12 percent of the flowei»s matured into 
1 
i open bolls. 
i 
Swing (11) showed that the fertility of the soil is 
not directly concerned with shedding, although it greatly 
i influences the rate of floT^ering. He also showed that one 
I 
1 variety may begin flowering later than another, but within a 
f 
I short time actuaXLy set more fruit due to more rapid piHD-
! duct ion of blossoms. It was also shown that there is a 
I 
I tendency for those varieties which finiit heaviest early in 
i 
I the season to shed a large proportion of this fruit« The 
I 
I percent of bo3J.s shed varied from 50 for Cleveland-Y»'annamaker 
to 71 for Miller. He stated that the loss of 50 percent of 
the bolls by shedding (exclusive of weevil injury) is not 
abnormal. 
King and his associates (15) in comparing Pima 
: (Egyptian) with several tipland varieties found that the 
latter began to flower about a week before Pima, and also 
; that they usually produced a larger number of flowers. This 
i advantage, however, was reduced by the much greater shedding, 
so that Pima matured more bolls than did the upland varieties, 
J but again this apparent advantage was counterbalanced by the 
5 larger boll size of the upland varieties. 
Beckett (7) has shown that an Asiatic cotton of a 
: very different species (G. cemuum) has a similar fruiting 
; behavior to American upland and Sea Island. 
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Shedding is undoubtedly influenced by heredit£Li?y 
I factors, althou^ to just what extent is not clearly shorn. 
I t 
i Browi (3) stated that the percent of bolls maturing in a 
I 
! test at the Mississippi Station varied from 29 to 51 for 
I 
I the different varieties included in the tests. i 
I Cook (9) stated that a genetic factor is plainly 
1 indicated in plants that abort all their buds while their I 
I 
I neighbors mature good crops, and Balls (6) intimated as much 
I 
I when he stated that a certain plant under his obseirsration in 
I 
i 
i 1909 ripened three bolls out of a total of 746 flowers, 
; althou^i otherwise its appearance was normal. 
I Kearney and Peebles (13) (14) have shown that imder 
I 
I certain conditions shedding percentage may be directly in" 
} 
: herited, and in the cross they studied "a strong presumption 
; that there was Mendelian segregation in respect to shedding 
' is created by the fact that the second generation was so 
! much more variable than the first." In a study of F plants 
o 
: conclusive evidence was afforded that genetic factors are 
involved, as the coefficient of correlation between parent 
: and offspring (P and P ) was -r 0.715 ± ,085 for total shedding 
of buds and bolls. 
Another factor which ezerts a considerable influence 
upon the earliness of the crop, as measured by final yield, 
is the period of development and maturation of the boll. 
Martin and his co-workers (17) showed that the rate 
; of growth of the young boll of Lone Star variety was very 
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rapid for 12 days, after •which the rate of growth was crach 
slower, until the maximum size was reached on about the 
twentieth day after flowering. The remainder of the boll 
period was devoted to its maturation. The bolls produced 
the first part of the season opened in about 42 days from 
flowering, while late season bolls required a longer period. 
Balls (3) showed that the first half of the matura­
tion period was occiapied in the lengthening of the lint and 
in enlargement of capsule and seed, while the thickening of 
the fiber was accoo^lished during the second half of the 
period. 
AUard (1) showed that the bolls of Keenan variety 
required progressively longer for opening as the season 
advanced, and Esiring (11) in Mississippi and King (15) in 
Arizona, as well as others, have obtained similar restilts. 
Balls (6) reported no progressive lengthening in 
Egypt as the season advanced, but stated that the maturation 
period is eight days Icaiger in the Middle Delta than at 
Cairo, wh-fie Harland (12) in the West Indies found the mean 
boll period of Sea Island to be 51 days, with no lengthening 
with the advance of the season. 
-13« 
MATERIALS AKD METHODS 
It is oljvioua tiiat Ti7ith a probl^n of this nature the 
method employed would be largely one of field observation 
and the acquisition of data for later statistical analysis. 
The investigation was conducted cm, the Agronomy Farm 
of the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Clemson College, South Carolina, as a phase of a more ex­
tensive project cm the fruiting activities of the cotton 
plant. 
There -were two distinct stages in the prosecution of 
the problem; the first from 1923 to 1925, inclusive, con­
sisted of observations based csn a group of plants of each 
variety; while from 1925 to 1927, inclusive, records were 
kept of the fnilting of individual plants of each of six 
varieties. 
In the plant-group observations, 20 varieties and 
strains were selected for study. These are listed, together 
with the source of seed, in Table 1. In genei^al, the same 
varieties were used all three years, although in 1924 and 
1925 it was de«ned advisable to substitute two new varieties 
and two new strains for four varieties used in 1923-
In every case the seed planted was the purest obtain­
able but frcm open pollinated stocik. Plant variations were 
therefore to be e3q)ected. The variety listed as Trice in 
1924 was entirely different fran the variety of the same name 
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TABLE HO. 1. SOURCE OF SEED USED IN COTTON FRUITIIJG STUDIES. 
Gleveland-Wannamaker 
Trice 
Lone Stsj* 
Aoala 
College No. 1 
Dixie Triumph 
Cook-CAC 
Salsbury 
Mexican Big Boll 
Sugar Loaf 
ELng 
Delta Type Webber 
Webber 49 
Li^tning Express 
Delfos 651 
Carolina Foster 
Dixie-Cook 
Shiver *s Pirolific 
Simpress 
Watson Wilt Resistant 
Cleveland-Piedmont 
Cleveland-Coker 
Cook 1010 
Bottoms 
Wannamaker Seed Co., St. Matthews, S. C. 
U. S. Department of Agriciilture 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
State College of Agr., Athens, Ga. 
L. 0. ^ tson Seed Co., Florence, S. C-
S. C. Expt. Sta. Clemson College, S* C. 
Delta and Pine Land Co. Scott, Kiss. 
Edgecombe Test Farm, Rocky Mount, H. C. 
T. W. Wood and Sons, Richmond, Va. 
T. W. Wood and Sons, Richmond, Va. 
Coker Ped. Seed Co., HartsviUe, S. C. 
Coker Ped. Seed Co., Hartsville, S. C. 
Coker Ped. Seed Co., Hartsville, S. C. 
Delta Exp. Sta», Stoneville, Miss. 
Humphrey Coker Seed Co. Hartsville, S-C. 
L. 0. Watson Seed Co., Florence, S. C. 
W. L. Shiver, Camilla, Ga. 
Delta Exp* Sta., Stoneville, Hiss. 
L. 0. Watson Seed Co., Flwence, S. C. 
Piedmont Ped. Seed Co., COTomerce, Ga. 
Coker Ped. Seed Co., Hartsville, S. G. 
Alabama Ezp. Sta., Aubiim, Ala. 
A. T. Bottoms, Athens, Ala. 
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planted in 1923 and 1925, although it was decided to report 
the results with this eaqolanation. 
Fifty normal and representative plants of each variety 
were selected prior to the coDsnencement of flowering. This 
number of plants appeared to be sufficient to offset the 
irregularities due to individual variation, laiile observa­
tions were made on only about fifty plants of each variety, 
the calculations of flower and boll production were all 
based on 100 plants. This was done in order to make direct 
comparisons with other studies made at the same time in 
•s^ch the observations were based on 100 plants. 
Observations were begun at incidence of flowering and 
all plants were examined daily tlMreafter. In this particu­
lar phase of the work no attempt was made to determine the 
effect of factors operating prior to flowering, althou^ it 
was recognized that such factors mi^t have a marked effect 
on the fruiting of the plant. 
All plants were examined early each morning and an 
appropriately numbered tag attached to the peduncle of each 
white flower in such a manner that in case the young boll 
dropped from the plant the tag dropped also. The fate of 
each flower was therefore deterained and the records kept in 
such a way that at any time it was possible to dete3?mine 
exactly how many flowers had been produced by a variety, how 
many had shed, and how many were retained as potential bolls 
to be developed, ^yhen the bolls camaenced opening at 
maturity tiie tags were removed approximately every second day 
and a record made of the number of days intervening between 
flowering and maturation of each boll. This is called the 
maturation period of the boll or simply the boll period and 
is expressed in days. The stage at which the bolls were con­
sidered as open was when the points of the burr were separated 
by one-fourth inch. This is socaewhat earlier than cotton is 
normally picked, but it appeared to offer a definite and 
easily distinguishable stage. 
In this analysis of the variety by a study of a group 
of plants as a unit it was noted that there were unavoidable 
errors due to individual plant variations, also that heredi­
tary and environmental factors might have an effect prior to 
flowering. Another very interesting feature was the distinct 
difference in certain fruiting characteristics displayed by 
the several varieties. It appeared that if such varietal 
differences were consistent similar deviations mi^t be 
expected in individual plants within the variety. 
With these points in mind a more intensive study of 
sis varieties was undertaken in 1925 and continued through 
1927. The varieties selected for this detailed study appeared 
to be well adapted to South Carolina conditions and had also 
shown differences in the plant group studies. 
Twenty plants (25 in 1927) of each variety were 
selected \mder as \iniform conditions as was possible. Later 
it was foimd necessary to discard certain of these, but in 
only two cases WELS the niiaber of plants in any one observa-
' tion reduced below 18. 
Observations were begun before any fruit buds could 
! be seen and all plants examined approxiioately every second day 
i thereafter until all bolls had opened in the fall. At the 
i 
appearance of the first bud, or square as it is often called, 
i the branch, position on the toanch, and date, vrere noted on 
: a diagram kept for each plant. The fate of this and all 
i 
I subsequent buds was kep-c so that the fruiting activities 
( 
; could be studied from several angles. 
The factors particularly studied were the part of the 
I plant which produced the most squares, flowers, and bolls; 
i which variety \ms most efficient in t^iis respect; the 
I 
^ relative earliness of the individual plants of the several 
; varieties; the square and boll periods; and the individual 
I plant differences. 
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RESULTS 
! Variety Studies 
{ Importanee of early fruiting; In tiie production of cottOTi 
i under boll weevil conditions the importance of early flowers 
i 
i can hardly be over-emphasized. Late in the seascKi the damage 
I from the boll weevil may be so great as to prevent the 
j maturity of any but the early fruit, and even in the absence 
I 
i of this pest the production of flowers early in the season is 
i I i of great iirportance. The cotton plant noraally produces many 
' more Imds and flowers than it can mature, and in the event 
i of "unfavorable climatic conditions late in the season or low 
i fertility of the soil, a considerable part of the fruit may 
I 
be shed. The fruit buds and young bolls are always the first 
to be shed and only very adverse conditions "will cause the 
! loss of "the older and more mature bolls. This is illustrated 
by the data presented in Table 2, where -fche percentage of 
flowers setting fruit for each week of "Khe fruiting season, 
1923-24-25, is given. These results are from 1000 plants 
each season. Each flower was tagged as it appeared and a 
3?ecord kept of those maturing and those shedding. 
A study of Table 2 indicates the importance of early 
flowering. Of the first three weeks' flowers, more than 85 
percent developed into open bolls. It is interesting to 
note that the percentage of flowers setting fruit was very 
nearly the same for each of the first three weeks but after 
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TABLE NO. 2. SUMfdARY OP PERCEM? OF FLOWERS SETTUJa FRUIT EY 
ISBEKLY PERIODS THROU&HOUT SEASON, 1923-24-25. 
Percent of Flowers Setting Fruit 
Week of 
Blocsning 1925 1924 1925 Average 
First 82.8 79.6 97.3 86.6 
Second 83.0 85.0 98.6 88.9 
Third 79.6 89.9 92.9 87.5 
Fourth 47-5 89.5 76.4 71.1 
Fifth 50.5 64.3 23.2 46.0 
Sixth 35.0 30.3 4.6 23.3 
Seventh 14.8 16.0 6.2 12.3 
Ei^th — 18.5 6.1 12.3 
Average 51-2 53.1 40.7 48.3 
this time there was a rapid and marked decrease in the per-
centage of fruit set. Late in the season only about 12 
percent of the flowers set and produced open bolls. It is 
seen the3?efore that one flower early in the season is worth 
seven or more late in the season, and this is not taM.ng 
into coGSideratlcsi the fact that late bolls are smaller and 
otherv;*lse inferior to those borne early. 
The normal tendency at Cl^nscKi College is for the 
flowering curve to rise somewhat slowly for the first two to 
three weeks, then rather rapidly, reaching the maximum about 
the fifth week, after which there is a gpadtial cessation of 
flower production. 
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Frm a study of the data in Table 2. it is evident 
that any ciiltural, fertility, variety or other factor which 
will stimulate flower production during the early season will 
result in larger yields. 
These results are in keeping with those secured by 
Ballard and Simpscxa (2) who report a progressive decline in 
percent of bolls developing frcm flowers appearing as the 
season advanced. Harland (12) in St. Vincent also fomd that 
over 50 percent of the effici^t flowers were produced during 
a period of three weeks. 
Other factors being equal, a variety which will pro­
duce a large proportion of its fruit early in the season is 
to be preferred to one which has later fruiting characteris-
itics. As will be shown in the following pages, varieties do 
possess different potentialities in respect to this ability. 
I 
jFlowering of the several varieties: Table 3 gives a sunmary 
of the rate of flowering for the varieties included in this 
i study in the years 1923, 1924 and 1925. Flowering did not 
cceamence on the same date ea(^ year, and also there was con­
siderable variation in the date of the initial flower for the 
different varieties. Each season was therefore divided 
somewhat arbitrarily into three periods. The first period 
consisted of the first three weeks of flowering, the second 
period of the fourth and fifth weeks, and the third period of 
the sixth and seventh weeks of flowering. The average number 
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TABLE HO. 3. FLOWERS PRODUCED AT INTERVALS DURING THE FRUIT­
ING PERIOD. 1923-24-25. 100 Plants Each Variety. 
Variety First Sec<md Third Total 
Cleve.-Wann. 313 1107 487 1907 
Trice 560 1043 216 1819 
Lone Star 387 741 238 1366 
Acala 431 785 237 1453 
College No. 1 393 1001 365 1759 
Dixie Trimsph 275 955 577 1807 
Cook-GAG 301 850 468 1619 
Salsbury 244 883 659 1786 
Mexican B. B. 317 616 350 1283 
Sugar Loaf 443 1139 434 2016 
King 298 897 511 1706 
Delta Type Web. 404 1029 511 1944 
Y^ebber 49 344 1130 603 2077 
Li^t. Express 496 893 372 1761 
Delfos 631 453 1054 439 1946 
Carolina Fos. 398 1105 718 2221 
Dixie-Cook •«- 222 956 530 1708 
Shiver* s Pro. «• 210 774 588 1572 
S-unpress 250 700 494 1444 
Watson*s R. 140 600 870 1610 
Cleve.-Pied. -x-x- 353 1140 432 1925 
Cleve.-Coker -x-x- 269 1047 553 1869 
Cook 1010 ->x- 230 819 733 1782 
Bottoms ^c-x- 438 912 342 1692 
'X- One year only. 
---X- Two years only. 
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of flowers produced by an eq-ual number of plants of each 
variety during these periods are shown in Table 3, and the 
same values calculated to percentages of the total are pre­
sented in Table 4. 
Prm an exaaination of Table 3 it will be noted that 
there was considerable variation in the rate of blooraing and 
the total flower production for the varieties included in 
the test. Several varieties pro&iced an average of more than 
20 flowers per plant, Tsfcile others produced no more than t"sro-
thirds this number. As will be shown later, however, it is 
not necessarily the variety which produces the largest number 
of flowers that gives the highest total yield. 
In Table 4 the percentages of the total flower pro­
duction during the three periods are given. It \7lll be 
observed that, on the average, approximately one-fourth of 
the flowers were produced during the first period, one-half 
during the middle period, and the remaining one-fourth during 
the last period. There were many notable exceptions to this, 
however, as several of the mediiaii early and late varieties 
produced not more than about oaie-siacth of their total flowers 
during the first period. Certain of the varieties which are 
characterized by their earliness, as, for instance. Trice, 
Li^tnlng E23)ress, and Bottoms, produced a relatively high 
percentage of their flowers early in the season. 
It is ve3?y interesting to note that there is ^parent-
ly a negative correlation between the number of flo\TOrs pro-
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TABLE iiO. 4. PERGEIJTAGE OF FLOWERS PRODUCED AT INTERVALS 
DUHHW THE FRUITIIiS HiRIOD. 1923-24-25. 
Variety First Second Third 
Cleve^-Wann. 16.5 57.8 25.7 
Trice 50.2 57.5 12.3 
Lone Star 28.8 54.6 16.6 
Acala 30-3 53-8 15.9 
College Ko. 1 22«4 57.2 20.4 
Dixie TriTiii5>ii 15-5 S3r5 31.0 
Cook-CAC 18-5 52.8 28.7 
Salabury 14.3 50.2 35.5 
Mexican B* B. 26.0 49.0 25.0 
Su^LT LoaT 22.2 56.7 21.1 
King 17.7 53.1 29.2 
Delta Type iieb. 20.6 52.8 26.6 
Tfebber 49 16.9 54.8 28.3 
Ligjit. Express 27.6 50.4 22.0 
Delfos 631 23.6 54.3 22.1 
Carolina Pos. 18.6 50.8 30.6 
Dixie-Cook -2- 13.0 56.0 31.0 
Shiver*s Pro- «• 13.4 49-2 37.4 
Siinpress 17.3 48.5 34.2 
Watson*s W. R» 8.7 37-3 54.0 
Gleve.-Pied. ^  18.5 58.6 22.9 
Gleve.-Coker -k-x- 14.4 56.4 29.2 
Cook 1010 -K-i:- 13.6 47.4 39.0 
Bottoms -a-s- 26.0 54.0 20.0 
One year only. 
Two years only. 
i J 
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duced doping ttie early and late season periods. That is to 
; say, a variety which produces a large number of early flowers 
i will have but few late in the season, and vice versa, 
i Certain varieties, as the three strains of Cleveland 
I 
1 
I and College Ko. 1, did not produce such a large percentage of 
i 
i total fruit in the first period, but did fruit rather heavily 
i 
I during mid-season. This is in keeping with practical observa-
i 
[ 
i tions and e:^eriences, as these varieties are not noted for 
! 
I especial earliness, but do fruit well in mid-season, and due 
! to other characteristics are favorably received. 
( 
i 
! 
j Boll shed<^'^"g? Shedding of bolls in the cotton plant is 
I accosnplished, according to Balls (6), by the formation of a 
I 
j special tissue across the base of the flower stalk. A nimber 
I 
of investigators have studied the underlying causes of shedding 
: and there seems to be fairly general agreement that noimal 
i 
; Shedding is largely due to competition for water. The plant 
' in an endeavor to adjust itself to adverse conditions 
: eliminates a portiaa of the young fruit and concentrates on 
: the development of the larger bolls on the lower branches. 
Despite this environmental cause of shedding, there 
I fi^pears to be a distinct tendency for certain varieties, and 
' possibly individual plants within the variety, to shed more 
I than others. 
In Table 5 there is presented a summary of the per-
: centage of flowers setting fruit in the varieties included in 
A 
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TABLS NO. 5. OP PEHGSKT OF FLO?SHS SETTBIG FRUIT, 
FOR T:iHSE YEAF.S. 
r Variety Percent Set 
! 1923 1924 1925 Average 
: CQ.eveland-VJannamaker 1 49. 89 50. 24 38. 91 43. 01 
1 Trice t 39. 27 60. 10 39. 64 46. 34 
: Lone Star 49. 83 60. 44 44. 79 51. 69 
i Acala 50. 72 56. 93 41. 59 49. 75 
[ Ctollege Ho. 1 
r 
46. 60 51. 10 43. 69 47. 13 
^ Dixie Triun^Jh f 59. 88 60. 59 43. 33 54. 60 
i Cook-GAG ( 56. 00 56. 51 43. 09 51. 87 
[ Salsbury 57. 71 63. 48 40. 71 53. 97 
' Mexican Big Boll 55. 33 60. 13 42. 19 52. 55 
: Sugar Loaf 46. 80 52. 07 40. 10 46. 32 
|Eing 49. 40 50. 32 37. 74 45. 82 
1 Delta Type Webber 47. 47 41. 62 36. 31 41. 80 
1 Webber 49 43. 66 43. 31 37. 69 41. 55 
; Li^tning Express 62. 29 49. 76 42. 90 51. 65 
|i Delfos 631 51. 17 53. 58 41. 07 48. 61 
J Carolina Foster 54. 52 52. 93 35. 67 47. 71 
; Dixie-Cook «• 55. 15 55. 15 
i Shiver's Pro. v 51. 78 — - 51. 78 
; Snnpress -x- 53.46 — — — 53. 46 
iVJatson's R. -s- 53. 91 — 53. 91 
i Gleve.-Pied. -2--:- 50. 31 42. 37 46. 34 
1 Cleve.-Coker w — — 56. 66 39. 36 48. 01 
1 Cook 1010 '>ii- 51. 74 40. 22 45. 98 
1 Bottoms 54. 66 47. 37 51. 02 
5 TOTAL 51. 74 53. 09 40. 74 48. 52 
I 
i ^5- One year only. 
I Two years only. 
1 
I 
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the study for the tbree years, 1923 to 1925. Fron a study of 
this table it will be noted that slightly less than one-half 
i 
' of the total flowers oroduced inat\zre bolls of cotton which 
I * 
! means that more than one-half were shed. In this connection 
j it should be stated that pi»actically none of this loss was due 
i to boll weevil injury as this insect was not an important 
i 
[factor at Clemaon College the years of this test. 
i As will be observed, there was quite a seasonal 
j 
j variation in the percentage of shedding but this did not 
I ! 
iobscure the varietal variations. Approximately normal seasons 
I prevailed in 1923 and 1924 and in these years, it will be 
i noted, there was not a great deal of difference in the amount 
I 
I 
I of fruit shed. Extr^nely dry weather prevailed during the 
I stEomer of 1925 which caused much shedding of young frriit, and 
as a result a ouch lower percentage of the flowers matured as 
•bolls. 
Despite the heavy shedding in 1925, a careful study 
i of the data for each variety will show that there ms a 
I marked tendency for each to occupy the same relative position 
as regards its shedding percentage. Kiis indicates the 
inherent tendency of certain varieties to mature either a 
large or amai i percentage of their fruit regardless of sea-
;sonal variations. 
It must be borne in mind that the production of a 
I large number of flowers is not necessarily an indication of 
I high yield for in a variety possessed of such characteristics 
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there may be a nrach smaller percentage of fruit actually 
inatured. This is well illustrated by a comparison of Trice 
1 and Cleveland in 1923. That year the first named variety pro-
I duced more than 25 flowers per plant, tJhile in the adjoining 
i 
I ro-s? under similar conditions Cleveland produced but about 18 
i 
! flowers per plant. It ^7ill be noted that in this season 
i 
I Cleveland niatured about 50 percent of all flowers produced 
' i 
I while Trice matured less than 40 percent. The result was 
I 
! 
I that, in spite of the fact that Trice produced many more 
I flo-R-ers, due to heavy shedding, it \3as able to mature an 
: average of only about one more boll per plant tlian Cleveland. 
A superficial examination of the plots early in 
i 
; August would have undoubtedly resulted in the selection of 
; Trice as the very best variety, whereas, many of the others 
i exceeded it in final pr^)duction of lint, as shOTsn by an 
• examinaticm of Table 6. 
Final lint production: It is evident from the foregoing 
discussion that neither the flowering nor the retention value 
alone is of prime importance but a combination of the tv;o, 
whereby a large number of bolls are actually matured on each 
plant. 
Still another very important consideration is the 
value of these individual bolls in terms of lint, that is, the 
potential lint value of the bolls persisting on the plants at 
any given date. Considerable variation exists in both the 
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7ABLE NO. 6. FOU!TDS OP LINT COTTON SET ON DATES INDICATED. 
100 Plants of Eacli Variety. 
1923. 
Vcuriety 7-22 7-29 8-5 8-12 8^19 8-26 9-2 9-9 S-16 9-23 
Cleve.-Wann. 
— .62 1.97 4.82 6.91 6.78 6.20 5.51 5.53 5.25 
Trice .11 1.40 5.78 .7.67 7.08 5.92 5.59 5.13 5.00 4.89 
Lone Star .08 1.05 2.67 5.11 5.18 4.84 4.65 4.59 4.34 4.32 
Acala .19 1.55 2.59 4.50 4.07 3.94 3.84 5.64 3.62 3.56 
College No.l .05 .87 2.25 5.20 6.52 5.96 5.91 5.13 5.03 4.85 
Dixie-Tri. 
— 
.29 1.20 5.50 5.05 6.01 6.05 5.24 5.16 5.05 
Cook-CAC .02 .66 1.66 5.40 4.77 5.54 5.45 4.75 4.60 4.42 
Salsbtiry .05 .56 1.56 2.91 4.78 5.80 5.79 5.14 4.98 4.86 
Mex. B. B. .09 .76 1.77 5.25 3.87 4.52 4.37 5.93 5.85 3.74 
Sugar LoaT .04 .85 2.25 4.75 5.91 5.85 5.44 5.00 4.87 4.72 
King .05 .47 1.12 2.32 5.50 5.87 5.70 2.92 2.85 2.79 
Delta T. W. .05 .55 1.79 5.85 4.52 5.47 5.46 4.62 4.49 4.36 
Webber 49 .05 .67 1.58 5.25 4.65 4.67 4.46 5.76 5.54 3.42 
Li^t. Exp. .02 .59 1.45 2.46 3.45 5.84 4.00 5.63 3.56 3.41 
Delfoa 651 ,08 .82 2.15 4.10 5.16 5.12 4.98 4.48 4.36 4.29 
Car. Poster .06 .82 1.79 5.70 5.69 6.50 6.58 5.45 5.19 5.11 
Dixie-Cook .01 .50 .99 2.74 4.70 5.58 5.81 4.73 4.59 4.48 
Shiver*3 Pro. 
— .20 .86 2,05 5.59 4.66 5,00 5.88 3.70 3.63 
Stinpress .01 .25 .79 1.69 2.75 5.55 5.65 5.03 2.90 2.74 
Watson*3 W.R, .01 .15 .70 1.57 5.51 5.19 6.84 5.62 5.26 4.87 
I 
t 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
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f LINT COTTON SET ON DATES INDICATED. 
100 Pleuats of Each Variety. 
9 8-5 8-12 8-19 8-26 9-2 9-9 
2 1.97 4.82 6.91 6.78 6.20 5.51 
0 3.78 .7.67 7.08 5.92 5.39 5.13 
5 2.67 5.11 5.18 4.84 4.65 4.39 
3 2.59 4.30 4.07 3.94 3.84 3.64 
7 2,23 5.20 6.52 5.96 5.91 5.13 
9 1.20 3.30 5,03 6.01 6.03 5.24 
f 
1.66 3.40 4.77 5.34 5.45 4.75 
P 
1.36 2.91 4.78 5.80 5.79 5.14 
b 
i 
1.77 3.25 3.87 4.32 4.37 3.93 
1 
2.23 4.75 5.91 5.85 5.44 5.00 
7 1.12 2.32 3.30 3.87 3.70 2.92 
1.79 3.85 4.52 5.47 5.46 4.62 
1 
f 1.58 3.25 4.63 4.67 4.46 3.76 
1.43 2.46 3.43 3.84 4.00 3.63 
> 2.13 4.10 5.16 5.12 4,98 4.48 
> 
0 1.79 3.70 3.69 6.30 6.38 5.45 
) .99 2.74 4.70 5.58 5.81 4.73 
> .86 2,05 3.59 4.66 5,00 3.88 
» 
» .79 1.69 2.75 3.53 3,65 3.03 
.70 1.37 3.31 5.19 6.84 5.62 
1923. 
9-16 9-23 9-30 
5.33 5 .25 5.10 
5.00 4 .89 4.85 
4.34 4 .32 4.31 
3.62 3 .56 3.51 
5.03 4 .85 4.82 
5.16 5 .05 4.98 
4.60 4 .42 4.35 
4.98 4 .86 4.71 
3.85 3 .74 3.67 
4.87 4 .72 4.65 
2.83 2 .79 2.77 
4.49 4 .36 4.30 
3.54 3 .42 2.32 
3.56 3 .41 3.37 
4.36 4 .29 4.22 
5.19 5 .11 4.98 
4.59 4 .48 4.38 
3.70 3 .63 3.53 
2.90 2 .74 2.70 
5.26 4 .87 4.68 
r 
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sise of boil and pei^centage cf lint for different varieties 
so that it becoees necessary to reduce the nunber of bolls to 
i value in terms of i^ei^t of lint cotton in order to naice the 
I 
i final caaparisons. ^;ith these two variable factors, it is 
t 
I evident that the lint value of the same number of bolls on tv;o 
I varieties laay be decidedly different. 
r 
I In both 1923 and 1924, samples were secured froa each 
I E 
i variety and deteiiainationa of the size of boll and lint per­
centage made, froa which the number of flowers renaining on 
j the plants of each variety at v/eekly intervals was reduced 
I to potential lint values. These are reported for the seasons 
t 
j 1923 and 1924 in Tables 6 and 7. 
j 
I The lint potentiality increased for each variety until 
I about raid-season, which means that the production of flowers 
i exceeded shedding until that time. Later in the season 
I shedding exceeded flower production which accounts for the re-
1 ductlon in lint potentiality at that time. 
Cleveland, it should be noted, did not produce as 
I many flowers very early in the season either year, neither 
I was the total production of flowers as great as for several 
i 
I other varieties. However, the ability of this particular 
1 
i variety to retain a fairly large percentage of its fruit, and 
I 
j more especially the large size of boll and high lint percent-
I age, gave it the lead in final lint production. In 1923 the 
I one strain of Cleveland led all varieties at the end of the i 
' season and in 1924 the three strains of this variety were 
TABLE NC. 7-
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POUITDS OF LINT COTTON SET ON DATES INDICATED. 1924. 
100 Plants o? Each Variety. 
Variety 7-18 7-25 8-1 S-8 8-15 8-22 8-29 9-5 9-12 9-19 
Cleve.-Wami. .02 .19 .41 1.67 5.80 7,86 7.66 6.49 6.04 5.90 
Trice .01 .22 .39 1.12 2.64 2.83 2.49 2.49 2.47 2.46 
Lone Star .07 .57 1.16 2.91 5.87 7.42 6.61 6.02 5.97 5.32 
Acala .03 .42 .62 1.84 4.22 o .08 5.08 4.54 4.55 4.53 
College Ko.l .05 .35 .63 1.56 3.88 5.19 4.10 3.73 3.62 3.57 
Dixie-Tri. 
— 
.12 .34 1.40 4.07 5.62 5.48 5.22 4.98 4.93 
Cook-CAC 
— 
.17 .32 1.12 3.31 4.78 5.29 4.73 4.44 4.32 
Salsbxury .03 .19 .29 1.07 2.96 4.01 4.11 4.17 4.04 3.96 
Mex. B. B. .06 .53 .44 1.41 2.91 3.25 3.25 3.14 0 . 0 v >  2.98 
Sugar Loaf .02 .23 .68 2.03 4.55 5.51 4.46 4.1s 3.99 3.95 
King .03 .18 .41 1.28 3.46 4.69 4.15 3.64 3.45 3.41 
Delta T. W. .05 .46 .84 2.13 4.43 5.46 4.08 3.49 3.38 5.38 
Webber 49 
— 
.12 .27 1.21 3.59 4.56 4.50 3.71 3.65 3.54 
Light. Exp. •» — .25 1.13 2.83 5.51 4.88 3.78 3.71 3.64 3.61 
Delfoa 631 .10 .31 .77 1.97 4.71 5.90 5.13 4.53 4.48 4.38 
Car. Poster 
— 
.18 .68 1.90 4.46 5.90 4.56 4.10 4.05 3.96 
Cleve.-Pied. 
— 
.24 .55 1.96 5.76 8.20 7.48 5.49 6.27 0.22 
Cleve.-Coker 
— 
.16 .38 1.18 3.69 5.89 6.07 5.34 5.07 4.97 
Cook 1010 .20 .42 1.22 3.27 4.62 5.05 4.41 4.15 4.04 
Bottoms .05 .23 .46 1.98 4.33 4.67 4.57 4.04 3.94 3.91 
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iDS OP LIKT COTTON SET ON DATES INDICATED. 
100 Plants of Each Variety. 
I 
7-25 8-1 S-8 8-15 8-22 8-29 9-5 
I i f .19 .41 1.67 5.80 7.86 7.66 6.49 
L .22 .39 1.12 2.64 2.83 2.49 2.49 
r 
1 f 
.57 1.16 2.91 5.87 7.42 6.61 5.02 
f .42 .62 1.84 4.22 5.38 5.08 4.54 
i 
1 
1 
.35 .63 1.56 3.88 5.19 4.10 3.73 
1 
tr .12 .34 1.40 4.07 5.62 5.48 5.22 
\ .17 .32 1.12 3.31 4.78 5.29 4.73 
1 .19 .29 1.07 2.96 4.01 4.11 4.17 
1 
I .53 .44 1.41 2.91 3.25 3.25 3.14 
1 
.23 .68 2.03 4.55 5.51 4.46 4.18 
1 .18 .41 1.28 3.46 4.69 4.15 3.64 
1 .46 .84 2.13 4.43 5.46 4.08 3.49 
.12 .27 1.21 3.59 4.56 4.50 3.71 
.25 1.13 2.83 5.51 4.88 3.78 3.71 
.31 .77 1.97 4.71 5.90 5.13 4.53 
.18 .68 1.90 4.46 5.90 4.56 4.10 
.24 .55 1.96 5.76 8.20 7.48 6.49 
.16 .38 1.18 3.69 5.89 6.07 5.34 
.20 .42 1.22 3.27 4.62 5.05 4.41 
.23 .46 1.98 4.33 4.67 4.57 4.04 
1924. 
S-12 9-19 Final 
5.04 5 
o
 
C
D
 
•
 5. 55 
2.47 o .46 2. 36 
5.97 5 .92 5. 82 
4.55 4 .53 4. 50 
3.62 3 .57 3. 51 
4.98 4 .93 4. 90 
4.44 4 .32 4. 09 
4.04 3 .96 3. 81 
3.03 2 .98 2. 89 
3.99 3 .95 3. 80 
3.45 3 .41 3. 40 
3.38 3 .38 3. 38 
3.65 3 .54 3. 36 
3.64 3 .61 3. 61 
4.48 4 .38 4. 27 
4.05 3 .96 3. 90 
6.27 6 .22 6. 04 
5.07 4 .97 4. 79 
4.15 4 .04 3. 88 
3.94 3 .91 3. 83 
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among the five higliest at the end of the seascaa. Certain 
other varieties as, for instance. King and Stigar Loaf, which 
are noted for their earliness, did not have nearly as high a 
lint value at the end of the season as other meditm early-
varieties. 
Boll maturation period: The matiaration period of the boll or 
as it is commonly expressed, the boll period, is quite 
in^jortant in the production of an early crop. The quicker 
developing bolls, all other factors being equal, will be more 
likely to escape boll -weevil injury. 
The boll period may be somewhat roughly divided into 
two periods of approximately equal length. The first is 
occupied with the increase in size and wei^t and the latter 
with the maturing or developing processes priac' to opening. 
During the first half of the boll period the size is rapidly 
increased, with a consequent hardening of the walls, which iias 
the effect of rendering the individual bolls less liable to 
weevil puncture, (Donnam 10). Therefore, a variety which has 
the ability to develop rapidly its bolls to a stage beyond 
which damage from boll weevils would be unlikely is highly 
desirable. The total boll period is undoubtedly closely 
associated with the time required for this stage to be reached 
and consequently is of great importance. 
In Table 8 data are presented on the mean boll periods 
e35)ressed in days for each variety included in the test. 
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TABLE HO. 8. MEAH BOLL PERIOD OF INDIVIDUAL VARIETIES. 
1925-1925. 
I Variety Mean Boll Period in Days 
1923 1925 
Cleveland-Wannamaker 54 .05 43. 79 
Trice 54 .17 44. 64 
Lone Star 58 .12 47. 51 
Acala 54 .46 45. 60 
College Ko. 1 55 .95 44. 74 
Dixie Triumph 58 .85 46. 21 
Cook-CAC 55 .07 43. 78 
SalsTcniry 58 .88 44. 58 
Mexican Big Boll 59 .14 45. 39 
Sugfio? Loaf 53 .25 42. 64 
King 55 .77 42«73 
Delta Type Webber 62 .94 47. 33 
Webber 49 57 .05 44. 74 
Ligiitning Express 56 .60 43. 40 
DelfOS 631 56 .91 47. 56 
Carolina Foster 59 .47 45. 61 
Dixie-Cook <• 57 .62 — — — 
Shiver's Prolific <• 58 .48 — 
Sunpress -s- 60 .94 — -
Watson's Wilt Resistant 69 .18 — 
Cleveland-Pie^ont 43.66 
Cleveland-Ck>ker -3- 44.24 
Gtook 1010 43.73 
Bottoms "H- —- 43.51 
* One year only. 
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Siiailar 2?esult3 for 1924 were obtained but wei»e lost by fire. 
It will be noted from a study of this table that there is a 
i considerable range in the average time required for the 
i developiaent and aiaturation of bolls lofj the several varieties. 
I 
j 
i In 1923 Sugar Loaf was able to mature its bolls in the least 
i 
{ time - 53.25 days, closely followed by Cleveland, Trice and 
I 
i Acala. Scsne of the slower developing varieties were Salsbury, 
I Dixie Tritanph, Mexican Big Boll, Carolina Poster, Stmpress 
I 
( 
I and 3>elta Type Webber. The fact that certain of these 
i varieties have other very desirable characteristics should 
: not be overlooked, however. 
In 1925 a similar situation was noted althou^, due 
j to the extirene drou^t in the late sunEner and early fail, the 
! boll period was unduly shortened. In the majority of cases 
' the bolls were opened prematurely as a result of the hot dry 
I weather. The effect of this was to shorten the mean boll 
' period about ten days to two weeks under that of 1923. Even 
^ this unusual climatic difference was unable to entirely over-
: shadow the effect of the varietal difference in boll period. 
Sugar Loaf, a noted extra early variety, had the shortest 
: boll period - 42.6 days, closely followed by the three strains 
of Cleveland and King. In a general way the varieties which 
had the Icmgest boll period in 1923 also required the greatest 
length of time to develop and mature their bolls in 1925. 
As the season advances there is a progressive 
lengthening of the boll period, ^^ch fact is shown by the 
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pesiilts pi^sented in Table 9. Here it will be noted that 
the vaeazL boll period for those bolls set trcm the first flowers 
i 
I was notably less than that for the subsequent flowers. This 
i 
jwas very evident in both 1923 and 1925, but less so the latter 
jyear when the extremely dry weather previously mentioned 
j caused all bolls to open prematurely. 
i 
I It is not clear just what is the cause of this pro-
1 
Igressive lengthening of the boll period with the advance of 
I 
I the season, althou^ seversG. investigators have noted it. 
£ 
'probably it is not due to any one factor but to the inter-
iaction of several factors. Ewing (11) concluded that it is 
I largely due to the lower temperatures prevailing during the 
I 
flatter part cf the season. This may be partly responsible, 
I although other factors doubtless have some effect. 
The possibility of the daily period of sunshine having 
ja direct effect is suggested by the work of Balls (6) in 
!Egypt, and Earland (12) in the West Indies. They failed to 
find this progressive lengthening of the boll period as the 
season advanced, but as their woi^ was done near the equator 
there was much less seasonal variation in the sunshine per 
day, and if the period of daily sunshine is the causal factor, 
no difference should be noted as in temperate latitudes. 
In an effort to determine whether or not the age of 
the plants might be associated with the boll period, plantings 
were made in 1924 on successive dates and the boll periods 
for bolls set from flowers borne the same day on plants of 
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TAHL5 NO. 9. MEAN BOLL PERIOD BY THREE-DAY HJTERVALS FROM 
DATE OP FIRST FLO^?SR. AVERAGE OF ALL 
VARIETISS. 1923-25. 
Days from 
First Flowei* Mean Boll Period In Days 
1923 1925 
1-3 52. 29 41. 44 
4—6 52. 08 42. 18 
7-9 52. 31 43. 66 
10-12 53. 11 46. 35 
13-15 53. 77 44. 76 
16-18 54. 16 44. 44 
19-21 54. 37 43. 49 
22-24 56. 23 45. 61 
25-27 58. 58 45. 78 
28-30 61. 44 44. 84 
31-33 64. 62 43. 11 
34-36 66. 94 42. 88 
37-39 68. 38 44. 52 
40-42 68. 48 43. 98 
43-45 66. 66 48. 13 
46-48 66. 94 47. 55 
49-51 68. 00 45. 50 
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diTferent ages iims determined. iSiile these results were not 
; of siifficient extent to be conclusive, it ijras indicated that 
; the tine of season - whether throiish lower temperatore, 
j shorter dayli^t period, or some other factor - was of aore 
I importance in detenainins boll period than the stage of 
I growth of the plant. That is, the bolls set from flowers 
I 
i appearing on the same day, regardless of the age and stage 
1 
I of growth of the plant, required approxliaately the sane nimber 
I 
i of days to develop and mature. 
I 
j 
t 
i Correlation studies; Table 10 gives a susmary of certain 1923 
I 
! observatiOTxs on. factors which may be regarded as contributing 
! 
I toward earliness of maturity of the bolls. 
The first flower appeared on plants of Delta Type 
i 
; V/ebber, Delfos, and Carolina Foster on July 16, and within a 
^ week on all the other varieties. As indicated in the pre-
1 
f j ceding discussion, the date of this first casual flower may 
be of but little significance in determining actual earliness 
and final yield. 
Eeither is it absolutely necessary for a variety to 
continue fruiting for a great length of time although a long 
flowering period will necessarily include the early season. 
It is highly desirable for a variety to produce a large num­
ber of bolls relatively early in the season when fewer are 
shed, as the possibilities of retaining them are better at 
this time, and then develop and mature these bolls instead of 
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TABLS SO. 10. DA2A GK EARLIKSSS OF COTTOI^ Vj^J^IETIES, 1923. 
I Date 1st FloweirLng Mean Boll Date 1st Percent 
i Variety Floper Period.Dys Per.-Days Open Boll Ist.Pick. 
j Cleve.-Wann. 
1 
July 23 34 54. 08 Sept. 11 25. 7 
i Trice j July 17 43 54, •17 Sept. 4 32. 3 
1 Lone Star 
1 
July 18 40 58. ,10 Sept. 6 16. 4 
1 Acala July 17 41 54. 47 Sept. 7 30. 5 
j College Uo.l July 18 47 55, .90 Sept. 8 29. 4 
i Dixie Tri. 
1 
July 24 40 58. 85 Sept. 11 13. 0 
i 
1 Cook-CAG July 19 45 55, .00 Sept. 6 32. 9 
I Salsbury July 18 47 58, .88 Sept. 4 22, 9 
1 Mex. B. B. July 17 48 59, 45 Sept. 11 20. 3 
j Sugar Loaf 
1 
July 17 47 53, .24 Sept. 4 36. 1 
1 King July 18 47 55. 77 Sept. 5 29. 6 
;D. T. Web. July 16 49 62, .90 Sept. 11 17. 6 
1 Tiebber 49 I July 17 42 57. 04 Sept. 8 24. 1 
! 
;Light. Exp. July 17 48 56, .83 Sept. 3 34. 3 
Delfos 631 July 16 49 56, .92 Sept. 8 29, a 
; Car. Poster July 16 49 59. 46 Sept. 2 21, 6 
Dixie-Cook July 19 46 57. 57 Sept. 11 21. >6 
Shiver's p. July 25 40 58 .50 Sept. 11 13. 1 
Sunpress July 20 45 60 .96 Sept. 11 26. 9 
i Watson's YiR July 21 44 69 .18 Sept. 13 
Not planted in regular variety test, 1923. 
! 
I 
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prodaclng others which woald be more susceptible to shedding. 
The maturation period of the boll is a prim© factor 
in determining the earliness of the crop. If a shorter time 
is required for the individiial bolls to develop the crop tJill 
naturally be matured earlier. 
Einphasis should be given to the shorter interval of 
time required for the early season bolls to develop. This 
illustrates in a very striking manner the great advantage 
possessed by varieties which produce a large percentage of 
their flowers early in the seascai. 
The date of the first open boll in the field, while 
of interest, does not have a great deal of effect on the 
earliness of the crop. It is not the variety which produces 
the first open boll that is the earliest any more than it is 
the variety which produces the first casual flower. Usually, 
however, the variety fl±iich has the first open boll also has 
many others within a short time. 
The percent of total yield obtained at the first pick­
ing hflg laag been accepted as a practical indication of the 
earliness of a variety or treatment. These values for the 
varieties planted in 1923 were available frcxa nearby field 
plots and are given in Table 10-
In order to teat statistically the relative effect of 
these factors upon earliness, the multiple correlation and 
the regression coefficients have teen calculated. 
In the multiple regression equation given below 
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A is the relative measiare of earliness. The variety which 
; produced the first flower was given the highest value, and 
I later flowering varieties given lower values accoi'ding to the 
I number of days elapsing before flowering began» This method 
of assigning values makes the simple coi^elation between 
i earliness and the percentage of total yield obtained at the 
i first picking a positive value. The letter B in the 
t 
I I 
! multiple regression eqxiation refers to the number of days 
i I 
I during which the particular variety continued to flower. 
i 
i Reference to Table 10 shows considerable variation of the 
I severa,l varieties in respect to this ability. The average 
I boll period in days for each variety is indicated by the 
1 
1 
; letter C in the multiple regi^essicai equation. The letter D 
! 
I in the multiple i»egression equation represents the earliness 
of appearance of first open boll expressed in the same manner 
j as the earliness of appearance of first flower explained 
i above. 
As the percentage of total yield obtained at first 
: picking is the final indicaticm of the earliness of a variety, 
this was taken as the dependent variable, and X in the 
equation refers to this value. 
Prom the data given in Table 10 the multiple regression 
equation was calculated* It should be borne in mind that all 
values are the result of observations on a group of plants, 
hence a type of average rather than single observations on 
separate plants. 
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These values therefore refer to varietal averages and 
are of use only in interpreting or estimating values on the 
basis of the variety and not necessarily of cotton plants 
j in general. 
I 
I Bie multiple correlation factor (R) was found to have 
i a value of .86^«06, Indicating that the factors studied 
j largely determined the earliness of the crop as measured by 
j x>«2?centage obtained at first picking. has an approximate 
I 
value of #74, indicating that these factors account for 
approximately 74 percent of the earliness. Other factors, 
1 
! or outside influences which were not coMidered, contributed 
I ^ 
\ about one-fourth to the earliness• 
i 
I The multiple regression equation is as follo?rs: 
I 
I X= .0309Ai-.7678B - 2.2300C - .0421D -118.5766 
; Table Ho. 11. Multiple Regression Coefficients for Factors 
I influencing Earliness of Cottcai as Expressed in Per-
I centage of Total Yield Obtained at First Picking. 
i 
Earliness Flowering Boll EarlJLness 
of First Interval Period of First 
Flower in Days in Days Open Boll 
Regression 
Coefficient .0309 .7678 2.2300 .0421 
Range in Days 10 16 11 10 
Product 0.31 12.28 24.53 0.42 
Percent 0.83 32.71 65.34 1.12 
This has been interpreted in Table 11. It will be 
noticed that the two factors, earliness of the appearance of 
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the first flower and the earliness of the appearance of the 
first open boll, have but little effect in determining the 
value of X. That is to say, the change in value of X will 
be bat very little per unit change of either A or D« This is 
not surprising, as these two factors are based on single 
casual observations. It is not so with the two other factors 
in the equation for both the flowering interval in days and 
the mean boll period in days have a marked effect on the 
percentage of total yield obtained at the first picking, indi­
cated by X in the equation. !Eie flowering interval, or 
number of days during which flowers appeared, is a very good 
indication of earliness, as the greater part of the deviation 
from average was in earlier rather than in later flowering. 
This possible effect is dependent upon the range of 
each value, as indicated In the second line of Table 11. 
For instance, there was a range of 11 days in the mean boll 
period for the several varieties. The product of this number 
by the value of C in the regression equation is 24.53 which 
is 65 percent of the total of such values calculated from the 
regression eqiiation. This means that the boll period in days 
accounts for 65 percent of the estimation of the value of X» 
It is interesting to note just how some of the factors 
previously discussed are actually associated v/ith yield per 
plant. 
The earliness of appearance of the first flower on 
each variety was indicated for each year, as mentioied above. 
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and a i»elative value assigned; vihicli, together with the per­
centage of total flowers appearing dialing the first three 
weeks of fruiting was used in estimating yield per plant. 
These two values were used as independent variables in the 
multiple regression equations presented in Table 12. The 
i average number of bolls maturing per plant was taken as the 
I dependent variable. 
i t 
I Table Ho. 12. Multiple Correlation Coefficients and Re-
I gression Equations for Factors-x- influencing Average 
I Yield per Plant. 
i 
Multiple 
Year Correlation R Regression Equation 
1925 .481.12 X= .2905A - .1557B + 4.3946 
1924 .31^.13 X- -.0718A - .0514B ^ 5.1792 
1925 .32 i.13 X = .0427A - .0995B r 4.1437 
•2- X Yield in bolls per plant. 
A Earliness of appearance of first flower. 
B percentage of total flowers produced during the first 
three weeks. 
Reference to Table 12 shows that the value of R was 
small each year, being barely significant. It is interesting 
to note, however, that definite values of approximately three 
times the probable error were secured in th3?ee separate 
determinations covering as many years. This fact increases 
the reliability of even such a small value. 
The th2?ee multiple regression equations given in 
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Table 12 indicate that neitJier of the factors chosen, esirli-
^ ness of first flower (A) nor percentage of the total flowers 
i appearing during the first three weeks (B), are the principal 
{ contributing factors to the total yield of the variety as 
1 
1 
I e35)ressed in average number of bolls maturing per plant. Here 
J i again the values were all variety averages, and the results 
I 
therefore are not necessarily the same as would have been 
secu2?ed in a study of the correlation of observations on 
1 
' individual plants. 
Individual Plant Studies 
The investigations discussed in the preceding section 
resulted in the development of several additional problems, 
among which may be mentioned the following; 
May not those hereditary and environmental factors 
which affect the flowering and boll development also operate 
to affect the fruit bud production and development? 
May not individual plant differences be obscured when 
groups of plants are treated as a unit? 
May not individual plants exhibit differences in 
flowering and rapidity of square and boll developsent in a 
similar manner as shown in varieties? 
May not plants exhibit tendencies toward high and low 
shedding in sanewhat the same degree as do varieties? 
Is there a varietal difference as to the position on 
the plant where the maximum quantity of fruit is borne? 
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It •eras with a vie-w of answering these and sinilar 
questions that the individual plant studies conducted in 
I 
I 1925, 1926 and 1927 were undertaken. 
i Six of the varieties used in the plant group observa-
I tions were chosen for this more detailed study. T;7enty (25 in 
1 
i 1927} plants of each variety'' were selected, which to all 
i ( 
! appearances were representative of the variety, nnd subjected 
I to Tiniform conditions. In certain cases it was necessary to 
( 
I 
j discard a few of the plants prior to maturity, 
i Observations were begun prior to the appearance of 
any squares and continued at intervals of approxiniately 
j every second day throughout the season. Each plant was 
\ 
j diagrasmed and the position, date of appoarance, and subse-
: 
! 
i quent fate of each fruit bud recorded. It was therefore 
; possible to analyze the data secured in a number of ways, as 
I presented in the following pages. 
1 
Fruiting of average plant: As is well known, there are two 
types of branches in the cotton plant, vegetative and fruit­
ing. Ho fruit buds are borne directly on the former but may 
be borne on secondary frnjiting branches arising from the 
vegetative branches. Close planting has a tendency to 
suppress the development of vegetative branches and as these 
plants were s<xnewhat closely spaced {one plant every twelve 
inches in rows three and one-half feet apart), the number of 
such brandaes was small. Occasionally, however, a plant 
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did develop one or more vegetative brandies, always quite 
near the gpoond- This liad the effect of slightly modifying 
the Insults on the lower branches but it was considered 
inadvisable to att^i^jt to distinguish between the vegetative 
and fruiting branches. 
Since buds usually appear at each node, the position 
i of each branch was taken as the node from which it developed. 
j 
I That is to say, the fourth branch developed from the fourth 
! 
! 
j node and was usiially the lowest on the plant since, in most 
I 
i cases, the lower three buds did not produce branches. It 
! was believed that this offered the best possibility for 
i definitely stating the position of the branches in reference 
I to one another. 
I 
i In Tables 15 to 18, inclusive, are presented the 
results obtained from averaging all plants for each variety 
j by years. In other words, these figures represent an average 
' or composite plant based on the number studied in each 
variety, which was usually not less than 20. 
The results indicate that while there is a tendency 
for the upper branches to bear squares, few of these develop 
into flowers and fewer still into c^>en bolls and as a result, 
under conditions of this experim^t, little cotton was pro­
duced above the fifteenth to twentieth branches. 
There is also a seasonal variation in the ability of 
the plant to bear fruit near the upper limits. This appears 
to be rather definitely related to the moisture conditions 
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'TABLE NO. 13. FRUITHiO AVERAGE GLEViiAMD PLAKT. 
f 
Branch. 
1925 
Squares 
1927 1925 
Flowers 
1927 1925 
Bolls 
1927 1926 1926 1926 
4 1.2 1.5 .8 .3 .3 .1 
5 • 3 .9 .2 .2 .1 .1 - .1 .1 
6 .1 - 2.6 - - 1.2 - - .5 
7 2.3 3.6 5.9 1.1 .9 2.7 .2 .6 1.3 
8 2.8 6.4 5.4 1.3 2.2 2.7 .4 .6 1.5 
9 3.0 8.2 5.3 
CO 
•
 2.9 2.4 .9 .6 1.4 
10 3.2 4.7 4.0 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.1 .4 1.0 
11 3.0 5.4 3.7 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.2 .5 1.0 
12 3.4 4.1 3.7 2.0 .8 1.5 1.0 .2 .8 
13 3.6 8.0 3.6 2.2 2.8 1.9 1.1 1.1 1.0 
14 3.5 4.9 3.2 1.9 1.4 2.2 .7 .6 1.0 
15 2.9 5.9 2.9 1.4 2.7 1.5 .6 1.6 .7 
16 2.3 6.4 2.3 1.2 2.4 1.3 .3 1.5 .7 
17 1.9 5.0 2.0 .8 2.0 1.1 1.3 .4 
18 1.5 4.4 1.5 .5 1.6 .6 1.2 .2 
19 1.4 4.2 1.0 .2 1.5 .4 .5 .1 
20 .8 4.1 .5 .1 1.7 .1 .9 
21 .4 3.4 .1 .1 1.7 1.1 
22 .2 3.7 2.3 1.2 
23 .1 2.8 1.4 1.0 
24 2.9 1.5 .8 
25 2.1 1.1 .4 
26 1.6 .7 -
27 1.3 .4 .1 
28 1.1 .4 
29 1.1 .1 
' 30 .6 .1 
31 .5 
32 .3 
33 .2 
TOTAL 37.9 99,3 47.9 19.4 36.1 23.2 7.8 16.4 11.7 
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TAHLE liO. 14. FRUITHia OF AVEHAGE TRICK PM-T. 
Bran^ Sqiiares Flowers Sails 
1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 
o 2.5 «3 .1 
4 1.6 1.0 .2 .8 .2 .2 - .1 
5 .1 .6 1.5 - - .8 - - .2 
6 .5 4.0 4.2 .2 «5 2.3 .2 .1 .9 
7 2,2 1.4 7.4 1.4 .2 4.2 .7 .1 2.0 
8 2.5 1.1 6.3 1.7 .2 3.7 .8 .2 1.4 
9 4.0 3.4 5.4 2.6 1.1 3.0 1.4 .6 1.5 
10 5.5 4.8 4.2 2.2 1.9 2.9 .9 1.2 1.9 
11 5.2 5.2 4.7 2.0 1.8 2.8 .9 1.3 1.6 
IB 3.0 4.7 4.6 1.7 1.9 2.8 .8 1.4 1.4 
15 2.9 4.5 4.2 1.7 2.0 2.5 .4 1.3 1.1 
14 2.9 3.4 3.6 1.5 1.6 2.6 >5 1.0 1.0 
15 2.4 4.1 5.7 1.3 1.7 2.5 .3 .9 .9 
16 2.1 3.6 3.1 .8 1.6 2.0 .1 .8 .9 
17 1.7 4.2 2.4 .5 1.3 1.4 .5 .5 
18 1.6 3.2 1.9 •3 1.1 1.2 • 6 .4 
19 .8 2.9 1.3 .2 1.1 .6 .3 .2 
20 .6 2.8 .9 .1 .9 .4 .2 
21 .3 2.7 .4 .8 .1 .3 
22 .2 2.0 .2 .7 .2 
23 .1 1.6 .3 .1 
24 1.3 .3 .1 
25 1.1 .2 
26 .7 
27 .3 
28 .1 
29 .2 
TOTAL 36.0 67.2 60.2 19.0 21.5 36.0 7.2 11.3 16.0 
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TABLE !J0. 15. FRUITIMG OF AVERAGE SUGLAR LOAF PLAINT. 
! Brancb. Squa3»es Flowers Bolls 
1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 i 1 [ 
1 4 1.1 .1 .3 .1 .2 .1 
1 5 1.8 4.0 1.9 .5 1.2 .6 .3 .5 .4 [ 
• 3 5.6 5.0 .2 2.2 2.4 .1 .8 1.0 
1 7 2.4 7.4 6.4 1.0 2,1 0.4 .3 .8 1.4 
i 8 1.9 3.6 6.0 1.1 .7 3.1 »8 .4 1.7 
9 3.0 7.1 5.1 1.7 2.1 3.0 1.0 .6 1.6 
10 3.3 4,1 4.7 1.9 1.6 2.7 1.0 .9 1.5 
1 u 3.3 3.4 4.0 1.9 1.4 2.5 1.2 .9 1.2 
12 3.5 4.8 4.0 2.4 2.4 2.0 1.4 1.6 .9 
^ 13 3.4 5.1 3.7 2.1 2.4 2.5 1.1 1.4 1.3 
i 14 5.3 5.6 3.2 2.0 2.3 2.1 1.0 1.4 1.1 
; 15 3.0 o. 1 2.8 1.5 2.0 1.8 .5 1,0 .9 
16 2.8 4.3 2.4 1.7 2.3 1.4 .2 1.2 .5 
: 17 2.3 3.9 1.9 1.2 1.9 1.1 .2 1.4 .3 
18 1.8 4.5 1.4 .8 1.9 .6 • - .9 .1 
19 1.6 3.6 1.2 .5 1.8 .3 .1 1.0 .1 
j 20 1.3 4.0 .5 .4 1.3 .2 .1 .7 .1 
! 21 .8 3.2 .3 .2 1.5 .1 .8 
22 .5 3.2 .1 1.5 .1 .8 
23 .2 2.6 .1 1.1 .6 
24 1.8 .8 .4 
25 1.6 .2 .2 
26 1.2 .3 .1 
27 .8 .1 .1 
28 .4 -
29 .3 .1 
30 .1 .1 
31 .1 
32 .1 
33 .1 
34 .1 
TOTAL 40.5 92.8 54.8 21.1 35.6 30.0 9.3 18.8 14.2 
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TABLE EO. 16. FRUITING OP AVERAGE imiCAK BIG BOLL PL/a^T. 
Branch Sqiiares 
1925 1926 1927 
Flowers Bolls 
1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 
4 1.8 .5 .4 1.0 .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 
5 1.5 .3 1.5 .6 - .6 .2 - .2 
6 1.2 2.6 3.0 .7 .5 1.1 .4 .3 .6 
7 2.0 4.5 3.7 .9 1.1 1.8 .5 .6 1.0 
8 2.9 4.1 4.1 1.4 .9 1.8 .9 .6 .9 
9 3.3 2.8 4.6 1.6 .5 2.4 1.0 .4 1.2 
10 3.6 4.2 4.1 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.1 
11 2,7 3.6 3.2 1.6 1.2 1.2 ,9 .6 .7 
12 3.0 4.5 3.1 1.8 1.6 1.4 .9 1.1 .7 
IS 2.7 3.7 2.8 1.8 1.5 1.4 .8 .9 .6 
14 2.1 3.5 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.1 .5 .9 .5 
15 2.0 3.3 1.8 1.1 1.4 1.0 .3 .9 .4 
16 1.9 3.5 1.5 1.2 1.4 • 6 .3 .8 .2 
17 1.6 2.9 1.0 .7 .8 .2 .2 .6 1 • X 
IB 1.0 2.6 .6 .5 1.0 .1 .1 .5 .1 
19 .8 2.5 .4 .4 .6 .1 
20 .5 2.0 .1 .1 .4 .2 
21 .4 1.5 •1 .1 .4 .3 
22 .2 1.3 .6 .3 
23 .1 1.1 .2 .1 
24 .1 .8 .1 .1 
25 • 6 .2 
26 .5 .1 
27 .4 .1 
28 .3 .1 
29 .2 .1 
30 .1 
POTAL 35.4 57.9 38.2 18.8 17.9 16.5 8.3 10.5 8.4 
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TAKLE KG. 17. FRUITING OF AVERAGE LIGIITNIIiG EXPRESS PLAINT-
Branch Squares Flowers Bolls 
1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 
4 1.5 .1 .2 .3 
5 .2 .4 .3 - • 1 .3 - .2 
6 .3 .4 1.8 •• .1 .8 - .1 .3 
7 1.5 5.1 4.2 .6 1.1 1.9 .4 .6 .8 
8 .7 3.6 4.0 .3 1.1 2.4 .3 .7 1.4 
9 2.6 2.7 5.4 1.2 .8 3.3 .8 .5 2.1 
10 3.2 3.4 4.5 1.9 .9 3.0 1.3 .6 1.9 
11 2.9 4.1 4.6 2.0 1.2 2.9 1.3 .9 1.3 
12 3.7 4.0 4.2 2.3 1.6 2.4 1.4 1.2 1.3 
15 4.0 6.1 3.8 2.5 2.2 2.3 1.5 1.4 1.2 
14 3.9 4.8 3.3 2.4 2.4 1.8 1.2 1.6 .9 
15 4.3 5.0 2.9 2.1 1.6 1.5 .9 1.0 .6 
16 3,9 4.6 2.6 2.3 1.6 1.4 .8 1.2 .6 
17 3.3 3.9 2.1 1.7 1.3 .8 .5 .7 .3 
18 3.1 3.4 1.6 1.6 1.3 .6 .4 .9 .1 
19 2.9 4.3 1.1 1.2 1.7 .5 .1 .9 .1 
20 2.4 2.8 .6 1.0 1.2 .1 .1 .7 .1 
21 2.3 3.6 .4 .6 1.1 .1 .7 
22 1.5 3.7 .1 .2 1.3 .1 .6 
23 1.2 2.9 .1 .1 .9 .4 
24 .9 2.4 .1 .8 .4 
25 .5 2.1 .3 .3 .2 
26 .3 1.3 .2 .3 .1 
27 .1 .9 .1 
28 .1 .5 .1 
29 .1 .1 .1 
30 .1 
DOTAL 51.4 76.3 47.6 25.1 24.9 26.2 11.3 15.4 13.2 
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TAELE 240. IS. FRUITIKa OP AVERAGE DELTA TYPE WEBBER PL^^JT. 
Branch Squares glowers Bolls 
1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 1925 1926 1927 
4 1.3 .4 .2 .2 .1 
5 1.2 .9 .3 .6 .3 .1 .2 .1 -
6 .9 2.7 3.0 .2 .7 1.5 .1 .3 .4 
7 1.3 5.5 6.1 .6 1.6 3.5 .3 .7 1.3 
8 1.8 3.6 6.1 .8 .8 3.4 .5 .3 1.1 
9 3.3 1.6 4.1 1.9 .6 2.6 1.1 .4 1.3 
10 3.3 3.9 4.7 2.0 1.3 2.3 1.0 .6 1.3 
11 3.3 4.4 4.0 2.0 1.3 2.3 .9 .6 .8 
12 3.9 6.0 3.3 2.1 2.5 1.9 1.0 1.5 .5 
13 3.8 5.1 3.3 2.2 1.7 1.7 .9 .7 .7 
14 3.6 5.9 3.0 2.0 2.5 1.9 .7 1.4 .5 
15 3.0 4.6 2.5 1.7 1.7 i.a .5 .9 .5 
16 2.5 3.5 2.3 1.3 1.2 1.5 .2 .7 .3 
17 2.3 4.2 1.8 1.0 1.6 1.2 .1 .9 .3 
18 2.0 3.4 1.4 .6 1.4 .8 .5 .1 
19 1.4 3.4 1.0 .5 1.2 .2 - .6 
20 1.1 2.7 .6 .3 .8 .1 .1 .3 
21 .6 3.1 .3 .1 1.3 .1 .5 
22 .5 2.6 .1 1.0 .2 
23 .2 2.2 1.0 .2 
24 .1 1.9 .7 .2 
25 1.7 .7 .2 
26 1.3 .4 .1 
27 1.2 .3 
28 .6 .1 
29 .5 .1 
50 .2 
31 .1 
32 .1 
DOTAL 40.1 78.2 48.3 19.9 27.0 27.5 7.7 11.9 9.2 
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during mid-suzanier. FOP instance in 1925, v;iiida was abnormally 
drj tbrou^out the season, very few squares and still feY;er 
flowejre and bolls v/ere produced on the upper branches. In 
1926, r/hich was more nearly noKnal, the plants continued to 
bear fruit tbraaghout the season, and to a much greater 
height. The year 1927 iffas somewhat dry late in the season 
which had the effect of curtailing ^owth and consequently 
the production of fjmit on the upper branches-
There appears to be a varietal difference as to the 
portion of the plant ^shich bears the maximum number of bolls. 
For instance, in Cleveland, blanches 11 and 12 appear to be 
about the center of prodactiooi, while in Trice, branches 9 
and 10 occupy a similar position. TMs indicates that Trice 
may be a sli^tly earlier fruiting variety than Cleveland, 
an observaticHi borne out by the results previously presented. 
Table 19 presents a stemnary of these results in which 
the varieties may be directly coE^jared. The branches have 
been divided into four groups as indicated and called "low," 
"mid-low,° "mid-high,'' and "high." This divisicai was made 
somewhat arbitrarily, but for any one year the grouping was 
the same for all varieties, and these values are therefore 
coB^arable. It will be noted that Sugar Loaf produced more 
squares than any other variety on the low branches, and also 
had an average of about one square per plant more than 
Cleveland, its nearest competitor. Turning to Table 20 it 
will be noted that the varieties developed these squares to 
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TABLE HO. 19. SUIiiMARY OF SqUARE PRODUCTION BY SECTION OF PLAIIT 
Variety 
Position 
of Branch 1925 
Squares per Plant 
1926 1927 Average 
Cleveland Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
Hi^ 
9.6 
16.5 
9.9 
1.4 
25.4 
59.6 
25.5 
8.9 
14.1 
20.1 
11.9 
1.6 
16.5 
25.4 
15.8 
4.0 
Total 37.4 99.4 47.7 61.5 
Trice Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
High 
10.6 
15.4 
8.5 
1.2 
18.5 
29.6 
16.5 
2.4 
19.7 
25.0 
14.6 
2.8 
16.5 
22.7 
9.9 
2.1 
Total 55.7 67.0 60.1 54.3 
Sugar Loaf Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
High 
9.5 
16.7 
11.4 
2.7 
52.9 
52.2 
22.8 
4.6 
19.5 
21.5 
11.8 
2.1 
20.5 
23.5 
15.5 
3.1 
Total 40.1 92.5 54.7 62.4 
Mexican B.B. Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
Hi^ 
14.5 
15.2 
6.6 
1.0 
19.0 
25.0 
11.8 
1.7 
12.7 
17.8 
7.2 
.5 
15.3 
18.7 
8.5 
1.1 
Total 35.1 57.5 38.2 43.6 
Li^t. Exp. Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
High 
6.7 
17.7 
17.3 
9.1 
15.8 
52.4 
25.2 
4.9 
10.3 
22.4 
12.5 
2.3 
10.9 
24.2 
17.7 
5-4 
Total 50.8 76.5 47.5 58.2 
D. T. Webber Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
Hi^ 
8.4 
17.8 
11.1 
2.3 
19.5 
53.6 
19.5 
5.6 
15.9 
19.4 
11.1 
2.0 
14.6 
23.6 
13.8 
3.5 
Total 59.6 78.0 48.4 55.5 
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TABLE KO. 20. SUMf^ARY OF FLOIYER ? RODUCTIOK BY SECTIOK OF PLAin 
Flowers per Plant 
Position 
Variety of Branch 1925 1926 1927 Average 
Cleveland Low 4.5 6.6 6.7 5.9 
Mid low 9.8 13.8 9.3 11.0 
Mid hi^ 4.0 11.7 6.7 7.5 
High .1 2.9 .4 1.1 
Total 18.4 35.0 23.1 25.5 
Trice LOST 6.6 4.3 11.1 7.3 
Mid low 8.9 11.9 14.1 11.7 
Mid hi^ 3.1 5.3 9.7 6.0 
Hi^ .1 .2 1.1 .5 
Total 18.7 21.7 36.0 25.5 
Sugar Loaf Low 4.5 10.2 9.5 8.0 
Kid low 10.2 14.8 12.7 12.6 
Mid high 5.6 10.0 7.0 7.5 
Hi^ .5 .7 .5 .6 
Total 20.8 35.7 29.7 28.7 
Mexican B.B. Low 6.6 4.5 5.6 5.5 
Mid low 7.8 9.2 8.1 8.4 
Mid high 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.2 
Hi^ .1 .4 — .2 
Total 18.0 17.3 16.7 17.3 
Light. E35p. Low 2.5 3.9 5.4 3.9 
Mid low 10.9 11.9 14.0 12.3 
Mid high 8.8 8.3 6.0 7.7 
High 2.5 .6 .7 1.3 
Total 24.7 24.7 26.1 25.2 
B. T. "Webber Low 3.9 5.4 8.6 6.0 
Mid low 10.5 12.6 11.2 11.3 
Mid hi^ 5.1 7.6 7.2 6.6 
High .3 1.6 .4 .8 
Total 19.6 27.2 27.4 24.7 
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TABLE HO. 21. OP BOLL PRODUCTION BY" SECTION OF PLAJJT. 
Variety 
Cleveland 
Position 
of Branch 1925 
Low 1.7 
Mid low 4.9 
Mid high. .8 
Hi^ 
Total 7.4 
Bolls per Plant 
1926 1927 
2.3 
6.9 
6.7 
.5 
16.4 
3.4 
5.3 
3.1 
11.8 
Average 
2.5 
5.7 
3.5 
.2 
li.9 
Trice Low 3.1 2.3 4.6 3.3 
Mid low 3.5 7.3 7.5 6.1 
idid high 1.4 1.7 3.7 1.9 
Hi^ - - .2 .1 
Total 7.0 11.3 16.0 11.4 
Sugar Loaf Low 2.2 4.3 4.5 3.7 
Mid low 5.5 8.9 6.5 6.9 
Mid hi^ 1.0 5.2 2.8 3.0 
High .1 .3 .1 .2 
Total 8.8 18.7 13.9 13.8 
Mexican B.B. Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
Hi^ 
Total 
o»4 
3.6 
.8 
7.8 
3.0 
5.8 
1.6 
10.4 
2.7 
4.4 
1.1 
8.2 
3.0 
4.6 
1.2 
8.8 
Li^t. Exp< 
D. T. Webber 
Low 1.7 2.4 2.6 2.2 
Mid low 6.6 7.9 7.7 7.4 
Mid high 2.6 4.6 2.5 3.2 
Hi^ .1 .3 .1 .2 
Total 11.0 15.2 12.9 13.0 
Low 2.1 2.3 2.9 2.4 
Mid low 4.3 6.8 4.6 5.3 
Mid higji .7 2.4 1.7 1.6 
High .1 .3 — " .1 
Total 7.2 11.8 9,2 9.4 
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the flaser stage in about the ssuie i^tio. Sugar Loaf had 
more than any of tiie other vai'ieties on the low branches, 
f 
1 follo\i'ed by Trice, and then Delta Type iVebber and Cleveland, 
j From Table 21 it ^11 be noted that the same general 
I tendencies in boll production vere noted. Sugar Loaf led on 
I 
i the lower branches, followed closely by Trice and Cleveland. 
[ 
j The small size of the boll of the Sugar Loaf and Trice 
i 
I 
j varieties landoubtedly reduced the actual lint production 
i 
below that of the larger boiled Cleveland. 
To eliminate the differences due to variations in the 
I several varieties, these values have all been calculated to 
1 
i 
percentages of total production and presented in Tables 22 
\ 
to 24. In Table 22 are given the percentages of total squares 
) 
I j produced by sections of the plant of the several varieties. 
It \7ill be noted that there is quite a vaj?ietal difference in 
the production on the lower portion of the plant. Li^tning 
! Express produced but 18.6 percent of its total squares on the 
lowest group of branches, while Mexican Big Boll bore 55.7 
percent on the same branches. It must be borne in mind, how­
ever, that the total production was greater with Lightning 
Express than v;ith Mexican Big Boll. 
Table 25 presents a similar value for flower production. 
Here, also, will be noted individual differences in the 
ability of the several varieties to produce fruit on different 
parts of the plant. From a study of these results, flowering 
in 7.1 ghh-ning Express would appear to be somewhat hi^er on 
i 
TABLE HO. 22. SUMidARY OF PSRCEi-rT OF TOTAL SCiUAPJiS PRODUCED 
BY SECTION OF PLAINT. 
Position 
Variety of Branch 1925 1926 1927 Averaf^e 
Cleveland Low 25.5 25.5 29.5 26.5 
Mid low 44.3 39.8 42.2 42.3 
Mid hi^ 26.4 25.7 24.9 25.8 
Higja 3.3 9-0 3.4 5.4 
Trice Low 29.7 27.6 32.7 30.0 
Mid low 43.3 44.1 38.3 41.9 
Mid high 23.7 24.7 24.3 24.2 
High 3.3 3.6 4.7 3.9 
S\igar Loaf Low 23.1 35.5 35.3 31.3 
Mid low 41.9 34.8 59.4 38.7 
Mid high 28.4 24.7 21.5 24.9 
High 6.6 5.0 3.8 5.1 
Mexican B.B. Low 40.9 33.0 33.3 35.7 
Mid low 37.6 43.4 46.6 42.6 
Mid hi^ 18.7 20.4 13.9 19.3 
Hi^ 2.8 3.2 1.2 2.4 
Li^t. Exp. Low 13.2 20.8 21.7 18.6 
Mid low 34.9 42.5 47.3 41.6 
Mid hi^ 34.0 30-3 26.2 30.1 
High 17.9 6.4 4.8 9.7 
D. T. 7iebber Low 21.2 25.0 32.9 26.3 
Mid low 44.9 43.0 40.1 42.7 
Mid hi®i 28.1 24.8 22.9 25.3 
Hi^ 5.8 7.2 4.1 5.7 
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TA3LS I?0. 25. SIJIS'IAHY OP ?:SC2IiT OF I'OTAj 
BY SECTION OF PL-OT. 
FLOIVSRS PF.0DUC2D 
i Vai'iety 
Position 
Brancli _ jy 1925 1925 1927 Averar-;e 
! Cleveland Lex? 
Mid low 
Mid liigji 
Ei^ 
24.2 
55.5 
21.8 
.5 
19.0 
5S.4 
3o»o 
8.1 
29.0 
40.5 
28.8 
1.9 
24.1 
44.4 
28.0 
o. 5 
I 
Trice Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
Higji 
35.1 
47.8 
16.6 
.5 
19.6 
54.9 
24.5 
1.2 
50.7 
59.1 
27.2 
5.0 
28.5 
47.5 
22.7 
1.5 
I S-ggar Loaf 
Mexican B.B. 
Low 
Mid low 
Mid higji 
High 
Low 
Mid low 
Kid hl^ 
Higii 
21.4 
49.5 
26.9 
2.4 
56.4 
45.6 
19.4 
. 6  
28.6 
41.5 
28.0 
1.9 
26.1 
52.9 
18.6 
2.4 
51.9 
42.8 
25.6 
1.7 
55.4 
48.8 
17.8 
27.5 
44.5 
26.2 
2.0 
52.0 
48.4 
18-6 
1.0 
Light. Sxp. Loier 10.1 16.0 20.5 15.5 
" Mid low 44.5 48.5 55.6 48.8 
Mid hi^ 55.5 55.5 25.1 50.7 
Hi^ 9.9 2.2 2.8 5.0 
D. T. Webber Low 20.0 19.9 51.4 25.3 
Mid low 52.7 46-6 41.2 46.8 
Mid high 25.8 27.7 26.1 26.5 
High 1-5 5.8 1.5 2.9 
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TABLE HO. 24. SITMMARY OF PERCEi^T OF TOTAL BOLLS BY SECTION 
OF PLANT-
Variety 
Cleveland 
Position 
of Branch 
Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
High 
1925 
22.2 
67.0 
10.8 
1926 
14.0 
41.9 
41.0 
3.1 
1927 
28.4 
45.0 
26.2 
.4 
Average 
21.5 
51.3 
26.0 
1.2 
Trice Low 45.0 20.1 29.0 31.4 
Mid low 50.0 64.2 46.9 53.7 
Mid hi^ 5.0 15.7 22.9 14.5 
High - - 1.2 .4 
Sugar Loaf Low 25.6 23.1 32.2 27.0 
Mid low 62.4 47.5 46.6 52.1 
Mid high 11.4 27.6 20.3 19.8 
High .6 1.8 .9 1.1 
Mexican B.B. Low 43.9 28.8 32.8 35.2 
Mid low 46.4 55.9 53.5 51.9 
Mid high 9.7 15.3 13.7 12.9 
High - - -
Light. Exp. Low 15.5 16.1 19.9 17.2 
— Mid low 60.3 52.2 60.2 57.5 
Mid hi^ 23.7 29.9 19.3 24.3 
Hi^ .5 1.8 .6 1.0 
D. T. IrVebber Low 28.4 20.0 31.4 26.6 
Mid low 60.5 57.4 49.8 55.9 
Mid high 9.7 20-4 18.8 16.3 
High 1.4 2.2 - 1.2 
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the plant than in certain other varieties, Mexican Big Boll 
; for instance. 
r 
1 A study of Table 24 shows that, taking the two lower 
J sections of the plant (low and mid-low), a total of 73 per-
1 f 
I cent of the total bolls of Cleveland were bome on the lower 
[ 
1 half of the plant as c<xnpared with 85 percent for Trice, 79 
i 
I for Sugar Loaf, 87 for Mexican Big Boll, 75 for Li^tning 
I Express, and 82 for Delta Type T^ebber. These are significant 
I 
1 as they indicate the portion of the plant of the several 
i 
I varieties -ahich may be expected to bear the largest propor-
^ tion of fruit* j 
I These values are an indication of earliness as, every-
! thing else considered, the plant which produces a large pro-
I 
I portion of its fruit on the lower branches will be considered 
earlier than one which bears only a small percentage of total 
i bolls in a similar region. This is not necessarily the case, 
I however, as varieties have different growth habits. For 
1 
instance, Mexican Big Boll has a lower, more cccipact plant 
i than Lightning Express and therefore would be e35>ected to bear 
a larger proportion of its fruit on the lov/er branches, 
i Therefore Ligjitning Express may not be a later variety than 
! Mexican Big Boll, even thou^ a larger proportion of its 
flowers a3?e bome farther from the ground. 
The tendency of each variety to retain buds and flowers 
on different sections of the plant and develop them into open 
bolls is illustrated by the data presented in Tables 25 to 
27. In Table 23 It will be noted that ITrice and Sugar Loaf 
led in i»etention of squares and that Mexican Big Boll had 
I the highest shedding of squares, as indicated by the fact 
i 
that only 41.6 percent of the buds developed into flowers. 
There v/as considerably less shedding of young boils in 
Lightning E:q?ress and Mexican Big Boll than in Trice or 
I Sxigar Loaf as indicated by the data presented in Table 26. 
It vrill be noted that boll shedding of Delta Type Webber uas 
t 
very high as only 37.9 percent of the flowers developed into 
I mature bolls. 
i In practically every case the percentage of squares 
I developing into flowers and flowers into open bolls was less 
than 50. Therefore only about 20 percent of the total 
squares observed actually developed into open bolls of mature 
cotton. Lightning Express and Sugar Loaf led with 22.9 and 
22.5 percent, respectively. Delta Type TSebber developed but 
17.4 percent of its squares into nature bolls. 
Differences as to the ability of each variety to pro­
duce fruit on the different portions of the plant are also 
evident. The data for the various sections of an average 
plant of each variety are given in Table 27. For instance, 
on the mid-low branches the percentage of squares developing 
into mature bolls z»anged from 34.7 for Cleveland to 22.7 for 
Delta Type Webber. Cleveland also exhibited its ability to 
retain fruit on the relatively high branches as 20.1 percent 
of the squares appearing on the mid-high group developed into 
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TABLE NO. 25. SUMMARY OP PERCENT OP SQUARES I'ffllCH PRODUCED 
PLOl-ffiRS BY SECTION OP PLANT. 
Position 
Variety of Branch 1925 1926 1927 Average 
Cleveland Low 46.5 26.2 47.6 41.0 
Mid low 59.5 34.8 46.2 46.8 
Mid hi^ 40.5 45.8 56.0 47.4 
Hi^ 7.1 32.0 27.0 22.0 
Total 49.2 35.1 48.4 44.5 
? Trice 
I-
t 1 
i 
t 1 
Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
Hi^ 
61.7 
58.0 
36.7 
e.7 
23.1 
40.3 
31.9 
9.3 
56.4 
61.1 
67.0 
38.6 
47.1 
53.1 
45.2 
18.9 
i 
t 
[ 
Total 52.5 32.4 59.9 48.3 
i 
Sugar Loaf 
1 
1 
Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
High 
48.0 
61.2 
49.0 
18.9 
30.9 
45.8 
43.8 
14.5 
49.1 
59.3 
59.5 
24.0 
42.7 
55.4 
50.8 
19.1 
1 j Total 52.0 38.5 54.5 48.3 
Mexican B.B. 
i 
t 
[ j i 
Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
High 
45.6 
59.4 
53.5 
10.0 
23.9 
36.6 
27.5 
22.6 
43.7 
45.5 
41.0 
37.7 
47.2 
40.7 
10.9 
: 
Total 51.2 30.1 43.6 41.6 
Light. Exp. Low 
Mid low 
Mid high 
High 
37.3 
61.8 
50.5 
26.9 
25.0 
36.8 
35.8 
11.4 
51.9 
62.3 
48.4 
31.6 
38.1 
53.6 
44.9 
23.3 
Total 48-5 32-4 55.0 45.3 
D. T. Webber Low 
Mid low 
Mid hi^ 
Hi^ 
46.4 
58.0 
45.5 
13.0 
27.7 
37.6 
38.9 
28.0 
54.0 
58.1 
64.5 
18.0 
42.7 
51.2 
49.6 
19.7 
Total 49.4 34.8 56.6 46.9 
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TABLE KO. 26. SUMMARY OP PERCEMT OF PLO\xERS ¥iHICH PRODUCED 
OPEl^ BOLLS BY SECTION OF PLAINT. 
Variety 
Cleveland 
Position 
of Branch 1925 1926 1927 Average 
Low 37.1 34.4 50.0 40.5 
Mid low 50.2 49.7 57.0 52.3 
Mid hlgji 20.0 57.3 46.4 41.2 
Hi^ - 17.5 10.0 9.2 
Total 40.2 46.7 51.0 46.0 
Trice Low 48.0 53.2 41.9 47.7 
Mid low 39.1 60.9 53.4 51.1 
Mid high 11.3 33.7 37.5 27.5 
High - - 18.5 6.2 
Total 37.4 52.2 44.5 44.7 
Sugar Loaf 
Mexican B.B. 
Low 50.6 42.5 47.4 46.8 
Mid low 53.6 60.2 51.0 54.9 
Mid hi^ 17.8 51.7 40.2 36.6 
Hi^ 10.0 50.0 25.0 28.3 
Total 42.2 52.6 46.9 47.2 
Low 51.9 66.3 48.1 55.4 
Mid low 45.9 63.5 53.6 54.3 
Mid high 21.4 49.0 37.8 36.1 
Hi^ 
Total 43.0 60.0 49.0 50.7 
Light. Exp. Low 68.0 62.0 47.7 59.2 
l£id low 60.3 66.5 55.4 60.7 
Mid high 29.7 55.0 41.0 41.9 
Hi^ 2.0 50.0 11.1 21.0 
Total 44.4 61.6 49.3 51.8 
D. T. Webber Low 52.6 43.6 o3.5 43.2 
Mid low 42.1 53.8 40.4 45.4 
Mid hi^ 13.9 32.1 24.0 23.3 
Hi^ 33.3 16.7 - 16.7 
Total 36.8 43.6 33.4 37.9 
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TAELE KO. 27. SUMMARY OF PERCENT OF Sq,UAHES MICH PRODUCED 
OPEN BOLLS BY SECTION OF PLANT. 
Positicm 
Variety of BJ^oicli 1925 1926 1927 Average 
Cleveland Low 
Mid low 
Mid higli 
Hi^ 
17.3 
29.9 
8.1 
9.2 
17.3 
26.3 
5.6 
23.8 
57.0 
26.0 
2.7 
17.1 
34.7 
20.1 
2.8 
Total 19.8 16.4 24.7 20-4 
Trice Low 
Mid low 
Mid 
Hi^ 
29.7 
22.7 
4.1 
12.3 
24.6 
10.8 
23.6 
32.6 
25.1 
7.1 
21.9 
26.6 
13.3 
2.4 
Total 19.6 16.9 26.7 21.1 
Stigar Loaf Low 
Mid law 
Kid hi^ 
High 
24.3 
32.8 
8.8 
1.9 
13.2 
27.6 
22.6 
7.2 
23.3 
30.2 
24.0 
6.0 
20.3 
30.2 
18.5 
5.0 
Total 21.9 20.2 25.5 22.5 
Mexican B.B- Low 
Mid low 
Mid hig^ 
Hi^ 
23.7 
27.2 
11.4 
15.8 
23.3 
13.5 
21.1 
24.5 
15.5 
20-2 
25.0 
13.5 
Total 22.1 18.1 21.4 20.5 
Li^^t. Exp. Low 
Mid low 
Mid iiigji 
Hi^ 
25.3 
37.3 
15.0 
.5 
15.5 
24.5 
19.7 
5.7 
24.8 
34.6 
19.8 
3.5 
21.9 
32.1 
18.2 
3.2 
Total 21.6 19.9 27.1 22.9 
Low 24.4 12.1 18.1 18.2 
Sid low 24.5 20.2 23.5 22.7 
Mid hl^ 6.3 12.5 15.5 11.4 
High 4.4 4.7 - 3.0 
Total 18.2 15.2 18.9 17.4 
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ppen boll3. This indicates that althou^ Cleveland is not as 
; efficient in -verj early production, as certain other varieties, 
I it Is able to maintain productive fruiting higher on the plant 
than the others. 
j 
! Fruiting of individual plants; In Tables 28 to 45, inclusive, 
i 
I are presented the production of squares, flowers, and bolls, 
i I 
j the percentage of squares developing into flowers and bolls, 
j 
I and the percentage of flowers developing into bolls for each 
I plant studied. 
I 
It will be noted that there are distinct differences in 
I the ability of individual plants within a variety to develop 
I 
i their squares into flowers and flowers into bolls. For 
I instance, Cleveland plant 20, in 1925, matured 11 bolls from 
I 
40 squares, while plant 2 under similar conditions matxired 
only five bolls frcsn 46 squares. The percentages were 27.5 
I and 10.9, respectively. Similar observations may be made 
throughout the remaining tables. 
Undoubtedly, the3?efore, plants as well as varieties, 
exhibit individual differences as to shedding tendencies. Such 
marked differences under as nearly identical conditions as 
field plots can be maintained indicate that hereditary 
factors are involved. 
There are seasonal variations ndiich influence the per­
centage of squalls and flowers developing into bolls as 
indicated by a study of the averages for Cleveland during the 
! 
I 
\ 
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TABLE MO. 28. SmSMARY OF CLEVELAND PLANTS, 1925. 
s 
i 
I Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
i Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
I 
Hi 
i 1 54 22 7 40.7 31.8 13.0 
s 
i 
El 
2 46 22 5 47.8 22.7 10.9 
1 
1 3 37 13 8 35.1 61.5 21.6 ja g 
E 
4 49 26 8 53.1 30.7 16.3 
E 
n f.: 
5 33 15 6 45.5 40.0 18.2 
g 
i 6 23 12 5 52.2 41.6 21.7 
i 
7 40 19 8 47.5 42.0 20.0 
1 8 30 15 7 50.0 46.6 23.3 
§ w n 
1 9 35 17 7 48.5 41.1 20.0 C 55 
10 40 23 7 57.5 30.4 17.5 
1 11 34 17 8 50.0 47.0 23.5 
1 i 
12 31 16 7 51.6 43.6 22.6 
1 13 26 18 8 69.2 44.4 30.8 
t 
1 
1 
14 36 17 7 47.2 41.1 19.1 
15 20 9 4 45.0 44.4 20.0 
I 
16 38 21 8 55.2 38.1 21.0 
s 
1 E 17 53 26 11 49.0 42.3 20.7 
1 
i 18 43 20 8 46.5 40.0 18.6 J 5 
1 19 39 21 8 53.8 38.1 20.5 
i ( 
i 20 40 19 11 47.5 57.8 27.5 
AVER. 37.4 18.4 7.4 49.26 40.22 19.81 
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TAELS HQ, 29. SUMMARY OP TRICE PLAliTS, 1925. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 ^ 
36 18 7 50.0 38.8 19.4 
57 18 6 48.5 v>3.3 16.2 
1 ^ 57 27 9 47.4 33.3 15.8 
4 42 21 8 50.0 38.1 19.0 
1 5 
! 
34 19 7 55.9 36.8 20.6 
1 
! ® 
1 
46 23 8 50.0 34.8 17.4 
1 
; 7 33 15 5 45.4 33.3 15.1 
I Q 33 20 7 60.5 35.0 21.2 
i ^ 33 19 8 57-5 42.0 24.2 
i 10 28 19 7 67.9 36.8 25.0 
; n 43 24 10 54.5 41w6 23.2 
12 42 14 5 33.3 35.7 11.9 
1 IS 25 15 5 60.0 33.3 20.0 
! 14 23 12 5 52.1 41.6 21.7 
15 23 13 4 56.5 30.8 17.4 
16 27 17 7 62.9 41.1 25.9 
17 37 20 7 54.0 35.0 18.9 
18 23 12 4 52.1 33.3 17.4 
19 46 22 11 47.8 50.0 23.9 
20 45 26 10 57.8 38.4 22.2 
AViilH. 35.7 18.7 7.0 52.45 37.43 19.6; 
1 
2 
S 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
IS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
HO. 30. STJMMi\HY OP SUGAR LOAF PLAINTS, 1925. 
Percent Sq. Percent PI. Percent Sq. 
squares Flopers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
39 27 11 69.3 40.7 28.2 
42 23 9 54.8 39.1 21.4 
31 16 7 51.6 43.8 22-6 
58 31 14 53.5 45.1 24.1 
20 6 3 30.0 50.0 15.0 
40 27 14 67.5 51.9 35.0 
37 13 6 35.1 46.1 16.2 
51 26 9 51,0 34.6 17.7 
69 37 12 53.6 32.4 17.4 
44 26 11 59.1 42.3 25.0 
21 12 4 57.1 33.3 19.0 
37 18 8 48.6 44.4 21.6 
49 17 8 34.7 47.0 16.3 
37 23 12 62.1 52.1 32.4 
51 30 13 58.8 43.3 25.5 
32 17 7 53.1 41.1 21.9 
36 18 6 50.0 o3.3 16.7 
34 15 5 44.1 33.3 14.7 
46 23 9 50.0 39.1 19.6 
27 11 8 40.7 72.6 29.6 
40.1 20.8 8.8 51.94 42.31 21.9"^ 
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TABLS ilO. 31. SMSIAHY OP LSXIGAIM BIG BOLL PLAKTS, 1925. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares pnoyyers Bolls to Plovrers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 54 29 11 53.6 37.9 20.4 
2 45 33 13 77.6 39.3 23.9 
3 31 11 4 35.4 36.3 12.9 
4 37 19 8 51.4 42.0 21.6 
5 53 35 16 66.0 45.6 30.2 
6 34 22 8 64.7 36.3 23.5 
7 29 16 7 55.1 43.8 24.1 
8 58 27 11 46.6 40.7 19.0 
9 17 5 4 29.4 80.0 23.5 
• 
30 14 6 46.7 42.9 20-0 
11 33 18 8 54.5 44.3 24.2 
12 20 9 4 45.0 44.5 20.0 
i 13 20 10 5 50.0 50.0 25.0 
14 62 24 9 42.0 37.5 14.5 
15 30 15 9 50.0 60.0 30.0 
16 30 14 7 46.7 50.0 23.3 
17 25 14 5 56.0 35.7 20.0 
18 36 19 6 52.7 31.6 16.7 
1.9 16 8 6 50.0 75.0 37.5 
20 41 18 8 43.9 44.3 19.5 
AV2R. 35.1 18.0 7.8 51.35 43.05 22.11 
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TABLE NO. 32. SUMMARY OF LISHTNIHG EXPRESS PLAHTS, 1925. 
Percent Sq. Percent PI. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flo'gers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 67 35 11 52.2 31.4 16.4 
2 49 24 11 49.0 45.8 22.4 
3 55 32 14 58.1 43.7 25.5 
4 49 2Z 3 45.0 26.3 15.3 
5 58 28 10 48.2 35.7 17.2 
6 45 22 12 48.9 54.5 26.7 
7 55 24 12 43.6 50.0 21.8 
8 49 18 7 36.7 38.9 14.3 
9 54 30 10 55.6 33.3 18.5 
10 61 41 17 67.2 40.0 27.8 
11 35 12 7 34.3 58.3 20.0 
12 61 16 9 26.2 56.1 14.7 
13 41 23 9 56.0 39.1 21.9 
14 42 20 a 47.6 40.0 19.0 
15 61 31 14 50.8 45.1 23.0 
16 33 12 6 36.3 50.0 18.2 
17 56 24 12 42.9 50.0 21.4 
18 53 25 16 47.2 64.0 30.2 
19 48 29 14 60.4 48.2 29.2 
20 44 25 12 56.9 48.0 27.2 
LVER. 50.8 24.7 11.0 48.52 44.42 21.5i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
20 
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JiO. 33. SUMMARY OF DELTA TYPE tTEBBSR PLANTS, 1925. 
Percent Sq. Percent PI. Percent Sq. 
Squares glowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
37 21 8 56.7 38.1 21.6 
36 18 6 50.0 53.3 15.7 
32 12 5 37.4 41.6 15.6 
30 13 7 43.4 53.8 25-5 
58 23 8 60.5 34.8 21.0 
39 21 7 55.3 53-5 17.9 
57 28 11 49.1 59.3 19.5 
39 21 o 53.8 28.5 15.4 
53 25 9 47.2 36.0 17.0 
33 19 6 57.5 31.5 18.7 
49 26 8 53.0 30.7 16.5 
47 25 7 53.2 28.0 14.9 
35 17 8 48.5 47.0 22.8 
38 17 6 44.5 35.5 15.8 
47 22 11 46.8 50.0 23.4 
32 18 5 56.1 27.8 15.6 
33 14 7 42.4 50.0 21.2 
27 14 5 51.9 55.7 18.5 
57 25 8 40.4 54.8 14.0 
32 14 6 43.7 42.7 18.7 
39.6 19.6 7.2 49.43 56.85 18.2( 
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TABLE NO. 34. SUMMARY OF CLEvSLMD PLANTS, 1926. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq, 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
102 33 14 32.2 42.4 13.7 
90 23 10 25.5 43.5 11.1 
134 33 17 24.6 51.5 12.7 
82 27 12 32.9 44,5 14.6 
69 25 
«• a 
12 36.2 48.0 17.4 
103 44 24 42.7 54.6 23.3 
63 27 14 42.8 51.7 22.2 
101 46 24 45.5 52.2 23.7 
122 51 29 41.8 56.9 23.8 
75 27 9 36.0 33.3 12.0 
84 25 8 29.7 32.0 9.5 
117 44 17 37.6 38.6 14.5 
147 45 22 30.6 48.9 15.0 
103 40 17 48.9 42.5 16.5 
1 
2 
5 
4 
5 v 
6 -it 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 «-
14 
15 
16 <-
17 * 
18 
19 
20 
AVER. 99.5 55.0 16.3 35.1 46.6 16.4 
•X- Discarded before end of seasoa. 
TABLE NO. 35. SULiMAKY OF TRICE PLAINTS, 1926. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 72 24 10 33.3 41.6 13.9 
2 51 14 S 27.5 57.0 15.7 
3 58 17 10 29.3 58.8 17.2 
4 36 12 7 33.3 58.3 19.5 
5 44 14 10 31.8 71.4 22.7 
6 95 21 12 22.1 57.2 12.6 
7 61 22 12 36.1 54.5 19.7 
8 71 22 15 31.0 68.2 21.1 
9 55 24 12 43.6 50.0 21.8 
10 
IT 
100 31 16 31.0 51.6 16.0 
JJL 
12 54 22 8 40.7 36.3 14.8 
13 «-
— 
— — 
— 
— 
— 
14 84 25 16 29.7 64.0 19.0 
15 59 17 9 28.8 52.9 15.2 
16 71 23 11 32.4 47.7 15.5 
17 102 33 13 32.3 39.4 12.7 
18 62 29 16 46^8 55.1 25.8 
19 74 22 12 29.7 54.5 16.2 
20 59 19 7 32.2 36.8 11.9 
^VER. 67.G 21.7 11.3 32.4 52.2 16.9 
-2- Discarded before end of season. 
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TABL2 HO. 36. SIEIMARY OF SUGAR LOAF PLANTS, 1926. 
percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls" to Bolls 
1 «• — mm-mm — — — 
2 168 59 27 35.0 45.3 16.1 
3 107 39 22 36.4 56.4 18.8 
4 112 34 24 30.3 70.6 21.4 
5 90 29 20 32.2 69.0 22.2 
6 113 39 19 34.5 48-7 16.8 
7 119 42 27 3o.3 64.4 22.6 
8 91 37 22 40.7 59.5 24.2 
9 56 23 8 41.0 34.8 14.3 
10 88 31 13 35.2 42.0 14.8 
11 80 28 6 35.0 21.4 7.5 
12 76 37 16 48.6 43.2 21.1 
13 90 33 15 36.7 45.5 16.7 
14 56 24 14 42.8 58.3 25.0 
15 130 63 34 48.4 54.0 26.1 
16 69 31 12 44.9 38.7 17.4 
17 103 44 27 42.6 61.4 26.2 
18 62 26 16 41.9 61.5 25.8 
19 56 22 15 39.3 68.1 26.8 
20 'S-
AVER. 92.5 35.6 
•5?- Discarded before end 
18.7 38.5 
of season. 
52.6 20.2 
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TABLE NO. 37. SUMMARY OF MEXICAN BIG BOIi PLAIiTS, 1926. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolla to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 " ' WW WW WW • WW 
d If 
o 49 13 9 26.5 69.1 
^kw 
18.4 
4 78 22 16 28.2 72.8 20.5 
5 46 17 9 36.9 52.9 19.5 
6 53 16 9 30.2 56.1 17.0 
7 41 13 10 31.7 77.0 24.4 
8 42 6 4 14.3 66.7 9.5 
9 61 15 9 24.6 60.0 14.7 
10 102 48 22 47.0 45.8 21.5 
11 100 34 22 34.0 64.7 22.0 
12 57 27 17 47.4 63.0 29.C 
13 49 11 6 22.4 54.5 12.2 
14 45 12 8 26.7 66.7 17.8 
15 77 16 8 20.7 50.0 10.4 
16 31 5 5 16.1 100.0 16.1 
17 48 15 10 31.3 66.5 20.8 
18 56 17 9 30.3 52.9 16.1 
19 44 8 4 18.2 50.0 9.1 
20 -TT^ __ 
AVER. 57.5 17.4 10.4 30.2 
«• Discarded before end of season. 
60.0 18.1 
: TART.K no. 38. SUMMAJiY OF LiaHTNING EXPRESS PLANTS, 1926. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls 
Pei»cent Sq. 
to Flov/ers 
Percent Fl. 
to Bolls 
Percent 
to Bolls 
1 1 67 25 12 37.4 48.0 17.9 
1 ^ 99 37 24 37.4 64.9 24.2 
3 65 19 11 29.2 57.9 16.9 
4 65 23 18 35.4 78.2 27.7 
5 71 24 18 33.8 75.0 25.4 
i 
I ^ 81 22 13 27.2 59.1 16.1 
i 7 86 24 16 27.9 66.7 18.6 
8 69 19 13 27.5 68.4 18.8 
9 1 61 23 10 37.7 43.5 16.4 
^ 10 76 22 11 28.9 50.0 14.5 
; 11 55 19 10 34.6 52.6 18.2 
1 12 88 27 15 30.7 55.5 17.1 
: 13 68 16 13 23.5 81.2 19.1 
14 126 34 24 27.0 70.6 19.0 
15 86 30 18 34.9 60.0 20.9 
16 55 19 14 34.6 73.6 25.4 
17 
18 « 
19 
60 24 13 40-0 54.1 21.6 
95 38 21 40.0 55.2 22*1 
20 •?:- «... 
AVER. 76.2 24.7 15.2 32.4 61.6 19.9 
Disca3?ded before end of season. 
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TABLE NO. 39. SUMMARY OP DELTA TYPE iSEBBER PLMTS, 1926. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 91 34 18 37.3 53.0 19.8 
2 71 16 11 22.5 68.7 15.5 
3 113 44 23 38.9 52.3 20.3 
4 83 25 13 30.1 52.0 15.7 
5 60 19 9 31,6 47.3 15.0 
6 75 28 10 37.3 35.7 13.3 
7 65 28 9 43.0 32.1 13.8 
8 82 26 10 31.7 38.4 12.2 
9 51 17 8 33.3 47.0 15.7 
10 68 26 10 38.2 38.4 14.7 
11 116 30 11 25.8 36.7 9.5 
12 89 38 15 42.7 39.4 16.9 
13 49 18 7 36.7 38.8 14.3 
14 75 29 13 38.6 44.8 17-3 
15 52 19 8 36.6 42.0 15.4 
16 «- — — — — — — 
17 89 34 13 38.2 38.2 14.6 
18 83 26 10 31.4 38.4 12.0 
19 109 43 19 39.4 44.2 17.4 
20 62 16 8 25.8 50.0 12.9 
AVER. 78.0 27.2 11.8 34.8 
-s> Discarded fcefore end of season. 
43.4 15.1 
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TABLE UO. 40. SUMIylARY OF' CLEVSLAIID PLAJITS, 1927. 
Percent Sq. Percent B'l. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Floisrers Bolls to Flov/ers to Bolls to Bolls 
.1 52 32 19 61.5 59.4 36.5 
2 75 46 26 61.3 56.5 34.7 
3 52 24 13 46.2 54.2 25.0 
4 79 37 16 46.8 43.2 20.3 
5 53 54 14 66.0 41.2 26.4 
6 55 23 11 41.8 47.8 20.0 
7 38 19 6 50.0 51.6 15.8 
8 60 28 15 46.7 53.6 25.0 
9 45 15 10 33.3 66.7 22.2 
10 36 18 7 50.0 38.8 19.4 
11 39 14 8 35.9 57.1 20.5 
12 49 19 8 38.8 42.1 16.3 
IS 40 20 13 50.0 65.0 32.5 
14 40 20 14 50.0 70.0 35.0 
15 62 22 14 35.5 63.6 22.6 
16 32 15 7 46»9 46.7 21.9 
17 35 16 9 45.7 56.3 25.7 
18 45 21 11 46.7 52.4 24.4 
xy ^ 
20 37 17 11 45.9 64.7 29.7 
-1 50 22 8 44.0 36.4 16.0 
22 40 21 10 52.5 47.6 25.0 
23 « — — — — — — 
24 44 22 11 50.0 50.0 25.0 
25 38 26 10 68.4 38.5 26.3 
47.6 23. 1 11.8 48.4 51.0 24.7 
-2- Discarded before end of season. 
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TABIZ I-iO. 41. SUSGv^ARY 0? "SlIGE PL-ASTS, 1927. 
Percent Sq. Pei^cent ?1. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to FloTrers to Bolla to Bolls 
1 62 40 16 64,5 40.0 25.8 
2 53 30 9 56.6 30.0 17.0 
3 75 46 17 61*3 37.0 22.7 
4 53 34 17 64.2 50.0 32.2 
5 59 37 24 62,7 64.9 40.7 
6 57 37 16 64.9 43.2 28.0 
7 72 40 14 55^6 35.0 19,4 
8 56 31 13 55.4 41.9 23.2 
9 66 39 17 59*1 43.6 25.8 
10 33 15 8 45.5 53.3 24.2 
11 39 20 7 51.3 35.0 17.9 
12 46 25 13 54.3 52.0 28.3 
13 45 27 13 62.8 48.1 30.1 
14 43 31 12 72,1 38.7 27.9 
15 43 33 15 68.8 45.5 31.3 
16 70 48 24 68.6 50.0 34.3 
17 49 26 13 53.1 50.0 26.6 
18 55 31 13 56.4 41.9 23.6 
19 68 36 16 52.9 44.4 23.5 
20 61 43 24 70.5 55.8 39.3 
21 70 47 13 67.1 27.7 18.6 
22 80 42 20 52.5 47.6 25.0 
23 112 61 26 54.5 42.6 23.2 
24 57 35 19 61.4 54.3 33.3 
25 77 47 22 61.0 46.8 28.6 
AVER. 60.0 36.0 16.0 60.0 44.5 26.7 
—oO— 
•TABLE ilO. 42. SLIIMARY 0? SUS/IR LOAF PLAI-ITS, 1927. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flo?/ers Bolls to Flo\7ers to Bolls to Bolls 
•> u. 70 41 13 58.6 31.7 13.6 
2 64 39 16 60.9 41.0 25.0 
3 35 24 10 68.6 41.7 23.6 
4 47 30 13 63.8 43.3 27,7 
5 38 20 12 52.6 60.0 31.6 
6 W 
— — — 
— 
— 
7 42 22 12 52.4 54.5 28.6 
8 60 39 18 65.0 46.2 30.0 
9 58 28 12 48.3 42.9 20.7 
10 56 29 16 51.8 55.2 23.6 
11 53 25 13 47.2 52.0 24.5 
12 97 51 23 52.6 45.1 23.7 
^3 71 36 13 50.7 36.1 18.3 
14 46 26 8 56.5 30.8 17.4 
15 47 25 8 53.2 32.0 17.0 
16 30 16 9 53.3 56.3 OO. 0 
17 27 18 9 66.7 50.0 33.3 
18 40 17 12 42.5 70.6 30.0 
19 50 20 11 40.0 55.0 22.0 
20 44 27 11 61.4 40.7 25.0 
21 60 30 17 50.0 56.7 28.3 
22 71 44 26 62.0 59.1 36.6 
23 72 39 17 54.2 43.6 23.6 
24 48 27 12 56.3 44.4 25.0 
25 87 42 24 48.3 57.1 27.6 
IVER. 54.6 29.8 14.0 54.5 46.9 25.6 
« Discarded before end of season. 
TABLE NO. 43. SIEaMARY OF MEXICAU BIS BOLL PLA15TS, 1927. 
Percent Sq. Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares Flowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 20 7 3 35.0 42.9 15.0 
2 47 21 9 44.7 42.9 19.1 
3 35 20 10 57.1 50.0 28.6 
4 26 8 o 30.8 37.5 11.5 
5 40 18 10 45.0 55.6 25.0 
6 53 23 15 43.4 65.2 28.3 
7 27 17 6 63.0 35.3 22.2 
8 37 20 8 54.1 40.0 21.6 
9 35 16 8 45.7 50.0 22.9 
10 45 15 10 33.3 66.7 22.2 
11 43 12 8 27.9 66.7 18.6 
12 34 17 9 50.0 52.9 26.5 
13 43 23 9 53.5 39.1 20.9 
14 43 21 9 48.8 42.9 20.9 
15 62 25 8 40.3 32.0 12.9 
16 29 7 4 24.1 57.1 13.8 
17 35 10 4 28.6 40.0 11.4 
18 26 17 8 65.4 47.1 30.8 
19 49 15 10 30.6 66.7 20.4 
20 24 6 4 25.0 66.7 16.7 
21 31 17 8 54.8 47.1 25.8 
22 44 23 13 52.3 56.5 29.5 
23 40 20 10 50.0 50.0 25.0 
24 38 13 6 34.2 46.2 15.8 
25 48 25 12 52»1 48.0 25.0 
AVER. 38.2 16.6 8.2 43.4 49.5 21.5 
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TABLE HO. 44. SI3MMARY OP LIGHTNING EXPRESS PLANTS, 1927 
Plant Squares a 
1 H Bolls Percent Sq. to Flowers Percent Fl-to Bolls Percent £ to Bolls 
1 60 27 11 45.0 40.7 18.3 
2 48 25 9 52.1 36.0 18.8 
3 49 27 18 55.1 66.7 36.7 
4 51 33 14 64.7 42.4 27.5 
5 30 18 10 60.0 55.6 33.3 
6 33 19 10 57.6 52.6 30.3 
7 54 27 16 50.0 59.2 29.6 
8 43 23 12 53.5 52.2 27.9 
9 49 20 13 40.8 65.0 26.5 
10 50 23 13 46.0 56.5 26.0 
11 56 28 12 50.0 42.9 21.4 
12 55 36 14 65.5 38.9 25.5 
13 34 18 9 52.9 50.0 26.5 
14 34 20 9 58.8 45.0 26.5 
15 55 35 18 63.6 51.4 32.7 
16 48 26 12 54,2 46.2 25.0 
17 36 22 14 61.1 63.6 38.9 
18 31 22 11 71.0 50.0 35.5 
19 32 16 11 50.0 68.8 34.4 
20 31 20 11 64.5 55.0 35.5 
21 33 17 5 51.5 29.4 15.2 
22 76 49 22 64.5 44.9 28.9 
23 75 34 18 45.3 52.9 24.0 
24 68 36 14 52.9 38.9 20.6 
25 57 32 16 56.1 50.0 28.1 
MTEH. 47.5 26.1 12. 9 55.0 49.3 27.1 
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TABLS NO. 45. SUMMARY OF DELTA TYPE ViEBESR PLANTS, 1927. 
Percent Sq» Percent Fl. Percent Sq. 
Plant Squares glowers Bolls to Flowers to Bolls to Bolls 
1 53 35 14 66.0 40.0 26.4 
2 49 26 9 53.1 34.5 18.4 
3 50 28 12 56.0 42.9 24.0 
4 37 17 7 45.9 41.2 18.9 
5 44 25 8 56.8 32.0 18.2 
6 45 27 8 60.0 29.6 17.8 
7 35 22 5 62.9 22.7 14.3 
8 43 29 7 67.4 24.1 16.3 
9 61 31 11 50.8 35.5 18.0 
10 60 38 12 63.3 31.6 20.0 
11 61 31 12 50.8 38.7 19.7 
12 43 26 8 60.5 30.8 18.6 
IS 44 29 7 65.9 24.1 15.9 
14 37 20 8 54.1 40.0 21.6 
15 44 24 11 54.5 45.8 25.0 
16 47 30 11 63.8 36.7 23.4 
17 33 20 5 60.6 25.0 15.2 
18 54 30 10 55.6 33.3 18.5 
19 44 23 8 52.3 34.8 18.2 
20 37 22 7 59.5 31.8 18.9 
21 48 22 8 45.8 36.4 16.7 
22 40 23 11 57.5 47.8 27.5 
23 54 28 9 51.9 32.1 16.7 
24 66 37 11 56.1 29.7 16-7 
25 81 42 10 51.9 23.8 12.3 
WER* 48.4 27.4 9.2 56.6 33.5 19.0 
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tbree years (Tables 28, 34 and 40). In 1925 an average of 
19.8 percent of the total squares developed into open bolls 
while in the two following years the percentages were 16-4 
and 24.7, respectively. This seasonal variation was not 
stifficient to overshadow the individual plant differences, hoW' 
ever, as in 1926 the extremes for plants were 9.5 and 25.8; 
and in 1927, 16.0 and 36.5. 
Sqiiare and bol3^eriods: As ahown in the discussion of the 
plant group studies, there is a rather definite boll period 
for eaj^ of the several varieties which is not entirely 
obscured by seasonal variations. This suggested the pos­
sibility of individual plants showing variations as to the 
square and boll periods. Accordingly, the data for these 
two factors were calculated for each plant, and the distri­
bution of the individual plants for square periods by 
varieties is shown in Table 46. 
The most striking point illustrated by the data in 
this table is the annual distribution of plants according to 
the average square period. In 1925 no plant had a mean 
square period of more than 26 days, while in 1927 the mean 
square period of all plants was more than 25 days. This 
indicates that climatic factors operated to reduce the 
interval between appearance of square and flowering in 1925 
and to prolong the same interval in. 1927. 
The plants of Trice had the shortest average interval 
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TABLE HO. 46. DISTRI3UTI0K OP PLAHTS ACCORDIHG TO KEAN SQUARE PERIOD 
Year Variety 22.0 22.5 25»0 25.5 24.0 24.5 25.0 25.5 26.0 ^ 
1925 Cleve. 15 2 5 3 4 
T r i c e  1 5 - 5 4 1 4  
Sugar L. 1 -1355311 
Mex. B.B. 1-234541 
Light.Exp. 3 2 12 3 
D. T. Web. 1 2 4 8 3 2 
TOTAL 2 6 1 15 21 28 28 11 8 
1926 Cleve. 
Trice 2 1- 4 1  
Sugar L. 2 11 
Sex. B.B, 1112 3 
Li^t.Exp, 2-1125 
D. T. Web. 115 
2 3 3 5 10 15 1 
1927 Cleve. 
Trice 2 4 
Siigar L. 
Mex. B.B. 
Light.Exp. 3 3 
D. T. Web. Y 
TOTAL 5. 2 

SAN SQUARE PERIOD T!J DAYS. 
;.0 25.5 26.0 26.5 27.0 27.5 28.0 28.5 29.0 29.5 Total Mean S.D. 
5 3 4 20 24.90 ^.12 .78 
4 20 23.63 ±.14 .95 
3 1 1 20 24.22 ±.13 .87 
5 4 1 20 24.63 ±.13 .84 
3 20 24.37 ±.07 .45 
8 3 2 20 24.90 ±.09 .62 
>8 11 8 120 24.44 ±.05 .89 
4 4 3 3 14 28.13±.11 .59 
4 1 2 2 5 1 18 26.28 ±.20 1.24 
2 1 1 3 8 3 18 26.64 ±.12 .76 
1 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 17 26.35 i.19 1.19 
1 2 5 3 2 2 18 26.19 i.12 .77 
1 1 5 2 3 3 2 2 19 26.90r ,17 1.08 
5 10 15 12 18 19 8 4 5 104 26.66 ±.08 1.24 
T J. 5 6 6 1 3 1 23 27.80 ±.12 .76 
2 4 7 7 4 1 25 26.70 ±.09 .63 
3 1 8 6 5 1 24 27.75±.09 .66 
1 - 1 3 8 2 7 1 2 25 27.86± .12 .90 
3 3 4 8 5 2 25 26.80±.10 .72 
7 5 5 5 3 25 26.84 ±.09 .69 
6 14 21 29 36 20 13 5 3 147 27.28 r.05 .90 
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TABLE !J0. 47. DISTRIBUTION OP PLAl-TTS ACCCRDIKG TO ?v!EAN BOLL PSHIOD 
Year Variety 
1925 Cleveland 
Trice 
Sugar LoaT 
Mex. 5. B. 
Light, Exp. 
D. T. Web. 
TOTAL 
1926 Cleveland 
Trice 
Sugar Loaf 
Mex. B. B. 
Light. Exp. 
D. T. Web. 
TOTAL 
1927 Cleveland 
Trice 
Sugar Loaf 
Sex. B. B. 
Light. Exp. 
D. T. Web. 
TOTAL 
1 12 44 45 £7 ii 
3 7 5 3 2 
1 2 2 4 8 3 
1 2 7 4 4 mm 1 
2 1 2 2 2 6 2 3 
3 4 7 6 
6 9 4 1 
1 5 16 19 22 19 12 8 12 4 1 
48 50 52 V * KC w CO w n OU 62 64 
1 3 2 
2 1 3 4 1 3 5 
1 - - 4 3 2 3 2 1 
1 1 1 4 3 2 
1 3 2 1 5 2 1 - 3 
1 2 2 2 2 4 3 -
1 4 3 5 13 11 10 13 17 8 
1 2 1 1 9 6 2 mm T 
4 2 7 10 2 
3 2 1 4 4 3 5 1 1 
3 1 6 5 5 3 
1 1 4 5 4 7 1 2 
3 4 - 8 6 3 -
3 3 2 13 13 18 30 14 23 13 8 4 

LAIITS ACCCHDI!?G TO r.!EAK BOLL PERIOD ITT DAY?: 
2 ii £7 48 ii Total Mean S. D. 
3 7 5 3 2 20 43.70 ±.18 1.20 
2 2 4 8 3 20 44.25± .21 
00 to •
 
H
 
7 4 4 - 1 20 42.45 ± .23 1.53 
1 2 2 2 6 2 3 20 45.10± .25 1.64 
3 4 7 6 20 43.80 i.16 1.05 
5 9 4 1 20 48.00 ±.13 
00 ff 
6 19 22 19 12 8 12 4 1 120 44.55 ±.14 2.24 
2 60 66 70 74 Zi 78 
1 3 2 - 3 2 2 1 14 70.84 ±.77 4.38 
2 1 3 4 1 3 3 1 18 63.00 r.65 4.08 
1 - - 4 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 18 62.32 i.77 4.83 
1 1 1 4 3 2 4 - - 1 17 66-24 ^.69 4.20 
5 2 1 5 2 1 - 3 18 57.78 ±.77 4.85 
1 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 1 19 62.72 ±.76 4.92 
4 3 5 13 11 10 13 17 8 8 5 2 3 1 104 63.50 ±.40 5.97 
1 2 1 1 9 6 2 - T JL 23 60.10 ir .50 3.54 
4 2 7 10 2 25 56.32 i.32 2.37 
4 4 3 5 1 1 24 53.66 ±.62 4.51 
3 1 6 5 5 3 1 - 1 25 64.16 ±.51 3.75 
4 5 4 7 1 2 25 55.60r .47 3.44 
3 4 
-
8 6 3 - 1 25 61.92 ±.47 3.51 
3 13 18 30 14 23 13 8 4 2 1 147 58.64 ±.29 5.15 
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between appearance of tlie fruit bud and flowering every year. 
This is in keeping with the observed early maturity of this 
variety and indicates that the same factors which determine 
quick development of the bolls also determine rapid develop­
ment of the sqiiares. 
The range of distribution of the plants within a single 
variety varied between rather wide limits which indicates 
that all the plants within a variety do not have the same 
characteristics. This is as might be expected as cotton is 
often cross-pollinated and, therefore, pure lines are not 
developed as in a plant almost exclusively self-pollinated. 
A similar distribution of plants on the basis of mean 
boll period has been made in Table 47. In 1925 the boll 
periods were abnormally short, as has already been explained, 
but even this was not sufficient to eliminate the varietal 
differences as esdiibited in mean boll periods of varying 
length. The earlier matu2»ing varieties maintained their 
relative short periods of boll maturation, althou^ not to 
the marked degree evident in a more nearly normal season. 
Hotable differences are to be observed as to the dis­
tribution of plants of the different varieties. For instance, 
the mean boll period of Delta Type Webber plants in 1925 did 
not fall below 47 days, while only 5 other plants of one 
other variety reached this high a value. 
The variation in plant averages, as indicated by the 
standard deviation, was much less in 1925 than in 1926 and 
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1927. This was to be expected as the effect of the alanormal 
season was to overshadow normal fluctuations. 
The mean square and boll periods for all varieties are 
presented in Tables 48 and 49. !I5ie variety means are not 
exactly the same as given in Tables 46 and 47 for in the one 
case the mean is the plant average and in the other it is an 
exact average talcing into accoiint every individual square or 
boll borne each plant. 
It will be noted that the mean square period for the 
several varieties varies betv/een rather narrow limits and 
also that it is influenced by the season. In 1927 the mean 
square period was sosaewhat longer than in 1926 but with a 
lower standard deviation, indicating less variability. 
She boll period, as will be noted from a study of 
Table 49, varies greatly with the season and also to a certain 
extent with the variety. In both 1926 and 1927 the boll 
period was considerably longer than in 1925 and also more 
variable, as indicated by the larger standard deviation in 
the last two years. 
It is interesting to note that the seasonal influence 
is apparently more marked on the boll period than on the 
square period. This indicates that the square period is less 
affected by external factors than is liie boll period. 
Correlatitms between square and boll periods: It mi^t be 
assumed that there is a definite correlation, either positive 
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TABLE NO. 48. SUKJIARY OP SQUARE PERIOD ALL VARIETIES. 1925-26 -21: 
Year Variety 15-16 17-18 19-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28 29-50 31-5S 
1925 Cleveland 1 10 59 97 116 92 12 1 
Trice 1 5 22 86 136 94 28 3 1 
S-ugar Loaf 3 17 78 121 125 55 13 5 
Mex. B. B. 1 15 48 116 114 49 17 2 
Light. Exp. 2 2 17 77 154 164 65 9 2 
D. T. Web. 2 6 41 126 117 84 11 4 
1926 Cleveland 4 6 11 29 42 66 103 105 59 
Trice 1 7 15 54 72 70 90 56 25 
Sugar Loaf 4 10 20 47 100 106 169 109 41 
Hex. B. B. 1 6 19 23 40 63 62 42 18 
Light. Exp. 5 7 20 48 57 98 114 66 17 
D. T. Web. 5 10 16 31 60 101 139 61 57 
1927 Cleveland 3 10 51 96 154 142 61 
Trice 8 55 130 215 272 188 49 
Sugar Loaf 1 9 59 145 257 169 80 
Hex. B. B. 1 8 33 71 129 108 55 
Li^t. Exp. 5 22 S3 141 246 135 20 
B. T. Web. 9 26 99 170 199 140 55 

PIES. 1925-26-27. SQUARE PERIOD EXPRESSED IN DAYS, 
a 27-28 29-30 31-32 33-34 35-36 37-38 39-40 41-42 43-44 Total Mean S. D. 
92 12 1 368 25.0 ±.08 2.25 
28 3 1 374 23.6 ±.06 1.83 
55 13 3 - 1 416 24.3 ±.08 2.46 
49 17 2 360 24.7 ±.09 2.51 
65 9 2 1 493 24.3 ± .07 2.17 
84 11 4 1 391 25.0 ±.08 2.23 
103 103 59 36 17 g 5 490 28.1± .13 4.30 
90 56 23 11 8 4 391 26.3 ±.13 3.89 
169 109 41 19 10 2 2 1 1 641 26.6 r.10 3.84 
62 42 18 11 6 3 1 295 26.4 ±.15 4.10 
114 66 17 12 2 1 445 26.1 ±.11 3.55 
139 61 57 22 10 3 - 1 516 26.9 ±.12 3.96 
154 142 61 12 2 531 27.8 ±.03 2.69 
272 188 49 4 901 26.8 ±.05 2.51 
237 169 80 14 1 715 27.8 ±.06 2.48 
129 108 53 10 2 1 416 28.0 ±.09 2.74 
246 135 20 2 1 653 26.8 ±.06 2.37 
199 140 35 7 685 26.8 ±.07 2.67 
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TABLE SO. 49. SUKKARY OP BOLL PERIOD ALL VARIETrBS. 1925-26-27. ' BOLI 
Year Variety 55-57 58-40 41-45 44-46 47-49 50-52 55-55 56-58 59-61 62-6^ 
Cleve. 9 64 61 11 5 
Trice 2 9 41 59 21 5 5 
Sugar L. 25 95 50 8 
Mex.B.B. 1 8 56 64 42 3 - 1 
LlgJit.Exp. 6 95 100 15 5 
D.T.We^j. 1 18 95 26 2 2 
Cleve. 7 20 18 9 8 
!Price 15 25 50 50 25 
Sugar L. 7 45 54 40 20 12 17 
Mex. B.B. 1 1 4 54 24 15 11 
Light.Exp. 5 50 72 45 20 9 8 
D. T. Wet). 1 14 55 50 25 10 
Cleve. 2 5 4 55 25 21 41 76 
Trice 2 14 57 78 79 40 64 4£ 
Sugar L- 10 22 40 79 49 22 56 4£ 
iSex. B.B. 10 22 24 15 23 
Lig^t. Exp. 2 21 28 78 52 28 26 52 
D. T. Web. 1 1 5 26 58 16 16 21 

»25-26-27. BOLL PERIOD EXPRE :SSED 11; DAYS 
• 
;-58 59-61 62-64 65-67 68-70 71-73 74-76 77-79 80-82 83-85 Total Mean S.D. 
148 43.8 r.12 2.09 
140 44.5 ±.17 3.08 
176 42.7 r.11 2.21 
1 155 45.0 =.14 2.63 
219 43.9r .09 2.03 
2 144 48.2 ±.12 2.20 
18 9 8 9 9 14 35 49 48 3 229 71.3 ±.43 9.87 
30 30 23 20 15 17 19 9 3 204 63.3 ii .38 8.04 
20 12 17 17 20 14 41 34 14 2 337 61.9 r.42 11.44 
24 13 11 5 4 8 12 24 30 6 177 67.1 t.56 11.10 
20 9 8 9 4 12 13 18 11 274 57.7 i.43 10.56 
50 23 10 8 4 5 12 15 19 9 225 62.9 ±.51 10.26 
21 41 76 41 16 4 2 1 271 60.2 ±.25 6.19 
40 64 48 22 12 4 1 401 56.3 ±.21 6.30 
22 36 45 20 6 5 1 335 54.9 ±.26 7.05 
24 15 21 46 30 15 12 7 2 204 64.1 i.34 7.22 
28 26 52 20 10 3 1 1 322 56.0 ±.26 6.81 
16 16 21 36 29 28 12 229 62.1 ±.34 7.57 
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or negative, between the length of time required for the 
development of square and boll. That is to say, the factors 
influencing the length of sqiiare period in a certain fruit 
might be assumed to be operating in a similar direction to 
effect the development of the same fruit from flower to open 
boll stage. In order to study this point, the simple 
correlation coefficients were calciilated between all square 
and boll periods of individual bolls on all varieties each 
year. The number of days required for the development of a 
bud to the flowering stage, and the number of days required 
for the development of the same young boll from the flowering 
to fully mature stage constituted a pair of observations. 
The results are presented in Table 50. As will be noted, in 
no case was the correlation large enough to be of more than 
Table Ho. 50. Simple Correlation betv/een Square and Boll 
Periods of All Individual Fruits Produced. 1925-26-27. 
Correlation Coefficient 
Variety 1925 1926 1927 
Cleveland .01 ±.055 .12+ .044 -.21 ±.059 
Trice .25 i.054 .08 ± .047 -.15 +.052 
Sugar Loaf ,20 1.049 .09 ± .054 -•16 +.055 
Mexican Big Boll .21 + .052 .18 + .049 .06 +.046 
Li^tning Ei^ress .05 i.054 .28 ±.056 -.14 +.056 
Delta Type Webber .25 ±.055 .45 ±.054 -.50 ±.040 
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possible significance. Only occasiona3J.y "sjas the correlation 
coefficient more than three times its probable error. This 
would indicate that there is but very little tendency for 
long square and boll periods for the same fruit to be 
associated together. 
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SDMMARY 
The investigations reported in this paper were con­
ducted on the Agronomy Farm of the South Carolina Agricul­
tural Ezperiment Station, Glemson College, South Carolina, 
during the years 1923 to 1927, incliisive. 
There were two phases of the work, the first consist­
ing of a study of the fruiting habits of 20 varieties by 
means of observations on groups of plants; the second con­
sisting of observations made on a number of individsial plants 
of six varieties. 
In the plant group studies, continued 1925 to 
1925, a group of 50 plants of each variety Tsas selected prior 
to the appearance of the initial flower and all flowers 
tagged as they appeared. Daily observations allowed records 
to be kept as to the fate of each flower and, if it developed 
into an open boll, the inteireal of time reqtiired for this 
developnent and maturation. 
A much larger percentage of the early season flowers 
produced bolls than did those appearing later in the season. 
It was noted that the several varieties e:diibited differences 
in this respect. 
Eie flowering curve, under the c(»iditions of these 
observations, had a tendency to rise i»ather slowly for the 
first two to three weeks, then rapidly, reaching the maxinrum 
about the fifth week, after which there was a gradual 
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cessatlon of flower production. 
Everything else being equal, a variety which has a 
tendency to produce a large proportion of its fi-uit early 
in the seascai is to be preferred to one which hsis later 
fruiting characteristics. 
Different varieties exhibited marked differences in 
the total number of flowers produced and also as to their 
ability to produce a large percentage of their flowers early 
in the season. Varieties which had a tendency to produce 
many flowers early produced relatively fewer late in the 
season, and vice versa. 
Slightly less than cae-half of the flowers developed 
into mature bolls of cotton* There was considerable 
varietal and seasonal variation in this factor. The varia­
tion due to sesuaonal differences was not sufficient to 
ot^cure the varietal differences. 
The varieties which produce the greatest number of 
flowers very early in the season do not necessarily mature 
the most bolls per plant, for a hi^er shedding rate may 
offset this initial advantage. 
Shedding is imdoubtedly influenced by soil moisture 
conditions. This is indicated by the hi^er shedding per­
centage in 1925, a very dry season. 
The number of bolls matured per plant is not to be 
considered as a final indication of yield, for greater size 
and higjier lint percentage may give a distinct advantage to 
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a variety developing a smaller number of bolls. 
Kie maturation period of the boll varied with the 
season and also v/ithin the same season. 
A progressive lengthening of the boll period was noted 
as the season advanced. 
The draught in 1925 had the effect of shortening the 
mean boll period of all varieties fr<m 10 to 15 days bat the 
varietal differences were not entirely eliminated. 
32ie multiple correlation using average observations 
(m 19 varieties groisn in 1925 was calculated* Relative 
eapliness of appearance of first flower, flowering interval 
expressed in days, mean boll period, and relative eax-liness 
of first open boll were used as independent variables, and 
the percentage of total yield obtained at first picking as 
the dependent variable. A value of .86 ± .06 was obtained 
for E. 
The flowering interval in days and the mean boll 
period per variety were much more effective in determining 
the predicted value of X than the appearance of first flower 
or of first open boll. This is to be expected, for the 
appearance of the first casTial flower or open boll has no 
significant value in determining tbe worth of a variety. 
The relative earliness of appearance of first flower 
and percentage of total flowers produced the first three 
Tseeks of flowering far each of three yeaira were used to pre­
dict the production in open bolls per plant. In only one 
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year was the value of the nniltlple correlation coefficient 
(R) more ttian three times its probable error, indicating 
that these observations were of only possible significance 
in predicting yield of bolls per plant. Other influences 
may be c<msidered as largely responsible for the determina­
tion of this vsOLue. 
Beginning in 1925 and continuing throti^ 1927, 
observations were made on individual plants of six varieties 
with a view of studying variation of plants within a variety 
and also the effect of hereditary and envii^jnmental factors 
on fruit bud production and development. 
The fruiting of average plants of each variety showed 
that few of the upper branches produced flowers and fewer 
still produced bolls. A seasonal and varietal difference 
was noted in this ability. 
A varietal difference in the position of maximum 
fruiting was also observed. A variety may not only produce 
a greater proportion of its fruit on the lower branches than 
another variety but may have at the same time the ability 
to retain and develop into open bolls a larger percentage 
of the fruit borne in this region. 
The several varieties studied exhibited differences 
in their ability to retain squares and young bolls. Li^t-
ning Ez^jress developed an average of 22.9 percent of all 
squares into open bolls, while Delta Type Webber matured but 
17.4 percent. 
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Cleveland develc^ed a larger proportion of the fruit 
borne on the upper branches than did any other variety. 
A great variation ms noted as to the ability of 
plants within the same variety to retain c.nd develop fruit 
into c^en bolls. In Cleveland, for 1925, the extremes were 
27.5 and 10-9 percent of the total squares developing into 
open boils. This suggests the possibility of selecting 
plssnts Hith a short boll period for breeding purposes. 
Significant differences as to mean boll period hqvq 
noted be tureen plants within the same variety and also between 
the averages for varieties grown under similar conditions. 
Seasonal variatitms, while very noticeable in the 
effect on length of boll period, were not sufficient to 
overshadow COT^letely variety and plant differences. 
The annual variation was greater in mean square period 
than in mean boll period, indicating that the latter was 
more subject to seasonal differences. 
Only sli^t correlations were found between the 
length of square and boll periods for the same fruits. 
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